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FOREWORD 
Chang-es to this manual will be supplied on a pag'e basis, and will be 
published as required. As change pages are received they will be inserted 
in their proper place, and the replaced pages destroyed. 
Each changed pag'e of the manual will bear a date of publication and 
number of the changB in its upper inside corner. 
Pages are numbered consecutively throughout the book. If new pages 
are added within the book the added pages will carry alphabetical suffixes 
"A," "E," "e," etc. For example, if a new page is added between 101 and 
102, the page will be numbered lOlA. A second additional page in the 
same place would be numbered IOIE, etc. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO FOREIGN MAPS 
Section I. GENERAL 
I. Purpose and Scope 
This Technical Manual is written for use as a 
reference in reading foreign maps. It describes 
the military map series of European and Far 
East countries, including scales, coordinate 
systems, and characteristics. Foreign maps are 
rarely directly used in United States military 
operations; -however, they are frequently used 
as a basis for the production of United States 
maps of foreign areas. 
2. Military Maps 
When military maps are classified according 
-to their method of production, the data on 
which the map is based is considered. Original 
sur'veys are drawn directly from data obtained 
by actual ground surveys. Compilations are 
made from existing maps, aerial photographs, 
new surveys, reconnaissance, and intelligence 
reports. Copies are maps reproduced in original 
'form, usually supplemented by military grids 
and additional marginal information. 
3. Projections 
Map projections are of extreme importance to 
cartographers; military surveyors, artillery-
men, navigators, and others who compute and 
use various grid tables and trigonometric cal-
culations. However, most military personnel 
in the field need not know this complex subject, 
because it is not necessary in ordinary point-
designation methods or for obtaining practical 
terrain intelligence from United States or for-
eign maps. 
Section II. MAP ANALYSIS 
4. Method of Analysis 
To avoid getting lost in the mass of interesting 
but disorganized detail often found on foreign 
maps, it is necessary to analyze them logically. 
In the method of analysis discussed below, the 
map study is divided into six parts: evaluation 
and orientation, scale, coordinate system, dec-
lination, relief, and conventional signs. 
5. Evaluation and Orientation 
Evaluat'ion and oTientation of maps provide 
answers to the questions: "How up-to-date and' 
how accurate is the map'?" and "What geograph-
ical area does the map cover"?" The date of 
the map, the publishing agency, the way it 
was made, and the source of its information 
indicate the map's accuracy and reliability. 
Certain items of marginal information may 
provide a means of orienting a map in its 
approximate geographic position on the face 
of the earth. 
a. DATES. (1) Date of sUTvey indicates the 
time the essential data was obtained by actual 
ground survey. 
(2) Date of Tevision is the most definite 
evidence of a map's up-to-dateness, if the extent 
of revision is known. Even though land forms 
change slowly, a map surveyed in the nine-
teenth century may not give a true picture 
of the terrain as it now exists. Highly indus-
trialized areas and road classifications are 
particularly subject to rapid modification. The 
extent of revision mayor may not be indicated 
in the marginal information. 
(3) Date of compilation indicates when map 
data was collected, but does not show whether 
or not the information was up-to-date. How-
ever, the date of the sources from which the 
map is compiled may be helpful. 
(4) Date of COP1l gives the time a map was 
reproduced in original form and amplified by 
additional data. It does not necessarily indicate 
that a map is up-to-date. 
(5) Date of publicat'ion is the date most 
commonly found on maps. It indicates only the 
time ~t which a map was made available for 
general use. 
(6) Date of rep"int refers to the time at 
which a set of maps was printed from previ-
ously used plates. This date does not signify 
that changes were made on the map. 
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b. AGENCY. The type of agency responsible 
for preparing a map indicates its accuracy. 
Maps published by governmental or military 
agencies are generally the most accurate. Some 
civilian agencies produce accurate maps, but 
these are frequently of a general nature and 
do not contain the specific detail necessary for 
military purposes. 
c. COMPOSITION. The composition of a map 
is a key to its reliability. Proper placing of 
place names and symbols,' detail in which a 
coastline is represented, careful use of color, 
and other items of draftsmanship indicate the 
care used in preparing maps. 
d. MARGINAL INFORMATION. Marginal infor-
mation -usually orients a map geographically, 
besides indicating its up-to-dateness and ac-
curacy. Names of sheets adjacent to a map 
may be indicated in the centers of the four 
margins of that map, or in a small marginal 
diagram. The diagram may also include political 
boundaries. 
6. Scale 
a. Scales of most foreign maps are similar 
to our scales. Most foreign countries use the 
metric system of measurement, and their most 
eommon map scales are 1 :200,000, 1 :100,000, 
1 :50,000, and 1 :25,000. These scales permit 
map distances to be converted quickly and easily 
into ground distances. For example, 1 cen-
timeter on a map of 1 :100,000 scale represents 
1 kilometer on the ground. Similarly, 1 cen-
timeter represents 112 kilometer on a 1 :50,000 
map or 1;4 kilometer on a map of 1 :25,000 scale. 
b. Map distances on 1 :253,440 and 1 :63,360 
scales are readily converted into ground dis-
tances in the English system of measurement, 
as 1 inch equals 4 miles and) mile, respectively, 
on maps of these scales. 
c. Troops operating in foreign countries 
should know the metric system and be able 
to convert without difficulty from the metric 
to the English system, and vice versa. Conver-
sion graphs are printed on the newest editions 
of some Army Map Service series for conven-
ience in changing distances and altitudes from 
one system to the other. 
7. Coordinate System 
a. Considering coordinate systems used on 
maps is the third step in map analysis. Geo-
graphic coordinates are basically the same on 
all maps. LongitUde is measured east and west 
from a prime meridian, and latitude is measured 
north and south from the Equator. 
Figure 1. Appearance of a declination protractor oriented on a line of the grid from which the magnetic angle is 
given. Protractor is based on the data shown by the sample declination diagram on the left and is shown here 
as all protractors should appear when no border is used around the map. 
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Figure 2. A declination l)rotractor oriented on a merIdian indicated here by ticles. Prob·actor i8 based on toke data 
shown by the snmple declinntion diagram on the right and is shown he1·e as alll)rotmcton; 
shQuld appe((.r on maps havillg borders. 
/J, The degree or sexagesimal system is used 
almost universally. The principal variation on 
foreign maps is the use of prime meridians 
other than that of Greenwich. The prime me-
ridian usually passes through the principal city 
of the country; for example, through Oslo on 
Norwegian maps, 
c, The grade or centesimal system of geo-
graphic coordinates is used by France and 
Spain. In this system, longitude is measured 
east and west from prime meridians which pass 
through Paris and Madrid, respectively. Lati-
tude is measured north and south from the 
Equator. 
d. Most nations have their own military grid 
system in which grid squares represent meters 
on the ground. However, grid squares on most 
United States maps and many' British maps 
(par. 14a (7) (a» represent yards rather than 
meters. 
8. Declination 
a, Foreign and United States maps usually 
indicate declination similarly, However, dec-
lination symbols and abbreviations vary or 
may be omitted. If true north is not indicated 
in the margin, it can be determined from me-
ridians of longitude; grid north can be deter-
mined from the military grid. Magnetic dec-
lination may be printed on the map, and 
magnetic north may he indicated by a diagram 
in the margin. However, since all angles be-
tween arrows in a declination diagram may 
not be drawn to scale, use the printed true 
value rather than scaling the angle. 
b. Declination protractors are used on a few 
foreign maps. They are devices printed on the 
faces of maps to facilitate drawing magnetic 
north lines across maps. Each ground map on 
1 :2(50,000 and larger scales now published by 
the Army Map Service has a declination pro-
tractor. This protractor consists of a pivot 
point (P) at the bottom and a horizontal de-
gree scale at the top of the map. A line drawn 
between the point P at the bottom of the map 
and the value of the G-M angle plotted on the 
degree scale at the top of the map represents 
the direction of magnetic north in the area cov-
ered by the map. (See figs. 1 and 2.) This mag-
netic north line is used for orienting the map 
with a compass and for determining magnetic 
azimuths between points on the map. Declina-
tion protractors on German maps are slightly 
different and are covered in chapter 4. 
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9. Relief 
Relief is represented in many ways on foreign 
maps. Contours, hachures, spot elevations, hill 
shading, and layer tints are used, either alone 
or in combination. 
a. CONTOURS. Contouring is the most com-
mon means of representing ground forms. Con-
tour intervals are usually expressed in meters 
on foreign maps and more than one contour 
interval may be shown. 1<'or example, 5-, 10-, 
and 20-meter intervals may be used, each in-
dicated by a different type of contour line. I"orm 
Hnes often supplement contour lines. 
b. HACHURgS. Hachures are found on many 
European maps. This system of representing 
relief shows clearly the direction and relative 
degree of slope, but does not accurately indicate 
elevations. Steep slopes are represented by rela-
tively short hachures close together, while. 
gentle slopes are shown by longer, thinner 
hachures. 
c. SPOT F;!,gVATIONS. Spot elevations, bench 
marks, or triangulation stations are used to 
4 
supplement other methods of representing re-
lief and arc rarely used alon~. 
d. HILL SHADING. Hill shading is another 
method of representing relief. It may be used 
to supplement hachuring and contouring. It as-
sists in giving a clearer picture of topography 
and is used primarily on sheets covering hilly 
or mountainous territory. 
e. LAYER TINTS. Layer or altitude tints indi-
cate elev'ltions above sea level by using color 
intensities. This method may be used with con-
touring to emphasize differences in elevation. 
10. Conventional Signs 
Conventional signs on maps published by one 
country differ from those on maps of other 
countries. Although the symbol for a particular 
object may vary on maps of different countries, 
and on different map series of the sam·e country, 
these symbols possess a basic similarity. Con-
ventional sig·ns are intended to represent, as 
pictorially as possible, the actual appearance of 
terrain features and of .objects on the ground. 
CHAPTER 2 
BRITISH MILITARY MAPS 
II. General 
British map-reproduction policies are estab-
lished by the Directorate of Military Surveys, 
British Army and the Geographical Section, 
General Staff (G.S.G.S.) of the British War 
Office (W.O.). The mechanical processes of map 
making are performed by the Ordnance Survey 
(0.8.) . 
12. British Maps of. Foreign Countries 
Since 1940, British foreign-map policy has been 
to utilize existing maps of foreign countries in 
making British maps. However, numerous ad-
ditions arc made to the original maps. First 
editions published by G.S.G.S. are frequently 
identical with the original. Later editions are 
revised as information becomes available. 
13. Reading Aids 
British editions of foreign maps provide an ex-
tensive coverage of foreign countries. Reading 
of foreign maps is facilitated by adding a legend 
translation, British grid and accompanying 
data, glOflsary of foreign terms and abbrevia-
tions, graphic scales in miles and yards, index 
to adjoining Rheets, dedination diagrams, and 
a reliability diagram. 
HEF[<jHENCID 
R(ldw;1y, rl(wm," IjaUI{'~ (daub!,' Irack). 
Hailw(ly, norm;" r,;1UgO (si",,!o !rilGk ) 
Rnilway, narrow I{('''I:O 0·76 m\\!t'e~ 
Cutting, '''''''01, omhankmont 
Railway "Iation~ ,halls 
T,'amway line 
Cablo "a,lway 
Prineil)al roads 
Minor rO;lds." 
Carl ,'oads, Cad II"neks. 
Ikidlo Path, footl);)lh .. 
Brid~oi Iron, stono, wood 
Inlarnntional boullda,'y 
Post offico, Tolo~"Hph offico 
.==-'~ 
_ • ...-._._ • ...-oJ-
"Do' 6 
Wiroloss station; h"Allsmissiol1, rocoivinK" .. y' "!J" 
Ch"rc); 0,' monast"ry with one or moro towers'~ tt 
MOSQuo with ono or more minanls 0 U 
SynAgOguO, Chapel, Calva,·y, Monument. 0 i i' 8 
ji'irlU1'C il. Le{l(;11({ fnOlslnt-io"11 from Yugoslall'in se1'jeH, 
1 :100,O()O, G.s.a.s. /,.396. 
GRID DATA 
SO\lUIO,'n llall! Gl'id 
CO\OUl'. " __ ~!Jlue 
Projection _ La'nlH,d Conic,,1 Odhomorphic 
Sphol'old ~ _ _ _ _ _ .liO-ssel 
O"iRin. . 39"'30 N" 14°[. <If G,'~(mwIGh 
Filise Co-ordinaks of origin. ". ___ .. 700,000 nwtrm; E, 
600,000 metres N, 
!<'igure J,.. Grid data .from Italy series, 1 :100,000, 
(I,S.0.8, ltl tilt. 
The Grid on this,map is Nord de GUCI'("(~ Zone Orif~in- the intersection of the parallel 55 Grades North 
with the longitude 6 Grades East of Paris-Observatory. Longitude of Paris is 2°20' 14" East of Greenwich. 
HEIGHTS IN METRES 
Figu1'(~ rio G-rid ([a,fa from. Pm,nce and Belaium sM-ies, 1 :50/JOO, G.S.G.S. J,.OJ,O. 
n. LEGEND TRANSLATION. The legend transla-
tion gives the most common conventional signs 
used on the map. (See fig. 3.) Foreign terms 
for the features represented are often included. 
Revisions of maps may have the British system 
of road classification overprinted on the foreign 
road symbols. 
I!. BRITISH GRID AND DATA. The British grid 
of the area covered by the foreign map is 
printed on the British edition. Accompanying 
data may include grid data, grid reference box, 
and the incidence of grid letters. 
(1) ·Grid dnia, in the color of the gTid, is 
printed in the margin of the map. (Figs. 4, 5.) 
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(2) A grid refm'cnce box explains briefly 
how to read the British grid. (See fig. 6.) 
TO G!V'f. A GHID FU:::FEHfN\.t ON Tms SH[[T 
lb~ "''';y LAflGf.t~ (;,-,(1 fiki<Jn,,, "'" '8(),')o(> 
POjNT OUG 
NO~HHINGS. 
/,;.1".> "I' ,\:,,;(/' d'1m,';! "7",,1'" ,N ""\I{"/' flo!!>i It,_'s_ 
'.,,,I;/)S ·.",I.l •• d" 
nr::f'f,R~:P1C~: 
U"'t ",,,b'~ 
I .. ?~)e.OOI 
lOGO 
I 
i()O 
PigH1'C 6. Grid refcl'CfwC box from Yugosla-via series, 
.t :100,000, C.S.G.S. 1;3%, sheet 7fJ. 
(3) The incidence of gr'id letters in the area 
covered by the map may be superimposed on 
an index to adjoining sheets. (See fig. 7:) 
INCIDENCE OF GRID LETTERS AND 
INDEX TO 
Figu)'e 7. Inc'jelence of g?'id leHcrs and inde~'C to adjoin-
'ing sheets /rolll Vrnnce (tnd Bel,qi'inn series, 1 :50,000, 
G.S.G.S. 1;040, sheet 61. 
c. GLOSSARY. The glossary of foreign terms 
and abbreviations consists of English transla-
tions of foreign words and abbreviations used 
on the map. (See fig. 8.) 
GL.OSSArN 
AlilS_ _ '"" foresl 
Baili _bay 
Dec,lllvi)lc. 
Dj;:Jtibo5Ch _ 
Gebcrgtc _ 
GenUng 
Goca. 
Gocnocng: G 
HiHr _ 
I[;ir 
kali: 1< 
nilrrow gililge railroad 
_. tCill\wOQd forest 
rangc 
_defile, nilrrows 
_____ . Cilve 
. _____ mountain 
__ .hinterland 
_ ___ hill 
l.Cbiilc L . river 
Ocdjocng: 0 _ _ point 
On<lcrncming: Og .... planliltion 
r"labochan_ ..... bay, anchorage 
Poelo: r . island 
Hilwa: R 
Solo: S_ 
Slr,],J\ _ 
____ swamp, marsh 
__ river 
_ ________ strait 
Tandjoeng: Tg .. ___________ .. cape 
Tji. ____ "slrcam 
Wadoell: W._ .. _irrip,iltion pond 
Wiloholltbosch ._iungle 
Zee. 
Figu-J'6 8. GlossaI"'Y of fm'eign tenn,<; and abbreviations 
jTom Jnv(t (J.nd il'/(u!ura .. wries, 1 :50,000, G.s.G .• '-.. ;. 
1;202, sheets 51/XLIlI-C nnd 51/XLIV-A. 
d. GItAPHIC SCAI,ES. Graphic scales in miles 
Hnd yards are added to supplement the metric 
scales on foreign maps, since Britons and Amer-
,jeans are usually unfamiliar with the metric 
system of measurement. (See fig. 9.) 
e. INDEX TO AD.JOINING SHr;ETS. The index to 
adjoining sheets indicates graphically the sheet 
name or sheet number, or both, and the relative 
position of the sheets adjoining the one on 
which the index 'appears. Not all foreign maps 
have such diagrams. (See fig. 10.) 
Scale I' 50,000 or I Inch to 0'79 Miles 
Metres 1,000 500 0 I 
~RECF<ct:E,,,,,,~~,"",,,,',,,,'''",:I' 
2 3 4 5 Kms 
'::C:::cc:::::±C':::;;;' ~~=<:1_=" ::==::,:::±'C'. ~~=== 
: y ~'~.~~~~~~:~EC'" ~ __ ~~=",e;_,,; ~~L~qO;;O;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;j='~':"°tO~O;"'==,_,,:",==±=::~3,~.??O =Vf'. ;;;,_;; .. ;;";;_~~O;;;O~~~§"===I,,5§.O~O=0=l~"l'dS 
Mil., I ~ Yt ~ 0 Contour int~rval 10 metres 2 3 Mil.us 
F'igure 9. G1"aphic scales in 'l"niles and ya'l'ds fro!1f,' France and Belg-iwm series) .f :50,000, C.S.G.S. 1;040. 
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INDEX TO AO-JOINING SHEETS 
NoW. 
s....: 
N.W, NE 
N.H. 32 
Figure 10. Index to adjoining sheets from French 
North Aj1'ica series, 1 :500,000, G.S.G.S. 4175. 
f. DECLINATION DIAGRAM. A declination dia-
gram indicates grid declinations for the east 
and west edges of a sheet and magnetic declina-
tion for the center. (See fig. 11.) This informa-
tion is lacking on some foreign maps. The term 
"convergence" is frequently used in referring 
to grid declinations. 
____ o:{'tlo' 
Convergence is given fOI',centres 
~ of W. & E. sheet lines 0 
'in l.*Mag net;c.va..,atoon )* c:, 
o from True North for :. 
%- centre of sheet IS 0) 
! 8°20' W Jan 1945. ~ ... 
() Annual change about 
N. G.N. II'E. T.N. GN. 
Figu1'e 11, Declina.tion diagram from France and Bel-
gium series, 1 :50,000, G.S.G.S. 4040, sheet 61. 
g. RELIABILITY DIAGRAM. A reliability dia-
gram indicates the area of revision and the 
sources from which the map was revised. (See 
fig. 12.) 
~ Revi~<ld from Air Photos. 
Figure 1:2. Reliability diagram from France and Bel-
gium series, 1 :50,000, G.S.G.S. 4040, sheet 60. 
14. British Coordinate Systems 
Two coordinate systems have been employed by 
British military mapping agencies, the British 
grid system, and the modified British grid sys-
tem. The latter has been printed on maps pub-
lished since 1927, while the British grid was 
placed on maps published before that time. 
Both systems of reference are basically the 
same. They differ only in small details. 
a. MODIFIED BRITISH GRID SYSTEM. The mod-
ified British grid system is found on some map 
series issued by the United States Army Map 
Service. For example, the following directive 
from Allied Force Headquarters, North Africa, 
specifies the map series on which the modified 
British grid is to be placed: 
The V{ar Department and the 'War Office hav~ agreed 
that their respective Ji'orces shall use the British sys-
tems of grid references within the British areas of 
l'esponsibility for basic map production, and vice versa. 
Africa and }l~U1'ope lie within the British area of this 
n~sponsibility, 
In this theatre British military grids will be used 
exclusively. 
Note. British military grids arc also used on maps 
covering a large part of the Pacific and Asiatic theaters 
of operations. 
(1) Use. The modified British grid system 
permits the use of a military grid on a geo-
graphic area regardless of its size or shape. 
This is accomplished by dividing a major por-
tion of the earth's surface into a number of 
grid zones (or belts) designated according to 
their geographic locations, as follows: South 
Italy Grid Zone, South Africa Belts, Northern 
European Zones I, II, and III, and so on. (See 
fig. 13.) 
(2) Differ'enees 'between US and British 
grids. British military grids, belts, and zones 
are characterized by four features: size and 
shape, overlap area, point of origin, and color 
of grid covering the zone. These differ from the 
corresponding, features of United States mili-
tary grids and zones as follows: 
(a) The size and shape of United States grid 
zones are defined; each is 9" of longitude in 
width and extends roughly from the northern 
to the southern boundary of the area of United 
States responsibility. British grid zones do not 
have definite sizes and shapes, as shown in 
figure 13. 
(b) The 9" of longitude include an overlap 
of 1" on each side of a United States grid zone. 
British grid zones do not overlap, except in the 
case of Australian grid belts. 
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Figure 13. Diagram of British grid zones from Arm.y Map Service Memorandum No. 425, "Grids and Jlagnetic Declinations," third edition, September 1943. 
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In the Normal lellering System the 500,000 unit Square leller Vand the 100.000uoil Square leHer V 
ore tJoth' nodh and eost of the false Origin. This diagram con be used for bastard Systems of lettering by ig-
noring the values abolll the edge of the dlogram and assigning appropriate values 10 the lines. 
PiguTe 14. Diagra.tn of the lettering system of the modified British grid: 
(c) The point of origin of a United States 
grid zone lies at the intersection of the central 
meridian of the zone and 40° 30' north latitude. 
The true origin of a British grid zone, is at the 
intersection of a specific meridian of longitude 
and a parallel of latitude usua!ly located in the 
approximate center of the zone. 
(d) The grid covering' a United States grid 
zone is usually printed in black. Every British 
grid zone is given a distinctive grid color. Grid 
lines, their numerical values, grid letters, and 
marginal data pertaining to the grid for a par-
ticular zone are shown in the color character-
istic of that zone. However, anyone or all of 
the above three features are often Printed in 
black for clarity or convenience. 
(3) Grid squa1·e .•. (a) The zone on which a 
grid is to be placed is subdivided into squares 
by vertical and horizontal lines at 500-kilometer 
intervals, beginning at or beyond the southwest 
corner of the zone. These squares are lettered 
alphabetically from left to right and from top 
to bottom as shown in figure 14. If the number 
of 500-kilometer squares within a given zone is 
greater than 25, the lettering system is re-
peated. (See fig. 14.) Each 500-kilometer square 
is subdivided by vertical and horizontal grid 
lines at 100-kilometer intervals. These grid 
squares are lettered as shown in figure 14. The 
actual position of adjacent grid zones and let-
tered squares within grid zones is illustrated in 
figure 15. 
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(l» The IOO-Idlometer squares are subdivided 
by vertical and horizontal grid lines at I-kilo-
meter intervals, every tenth grid line being ac-
centuated. These lines are numbered consecu-
tively from west to east and from south to 
north, beginning at or beyond the southwest 
corner of the grid zone. On maps of smaller 
scale than 1 :100,000, only the accentuated 10-
kilometer lines are shown; on maps with larger 
scales, the grid interval is 1 kilometer. 
(c) In the Nord de Guerre zone where the 
British modified lettered grid failed to coincide 
exactly with the zone boundaries, arbitrary 
portions of the lettered grid were used to fill 
out near the boundaries. This situation may 
occur near boundaries of areas covered by the 
modified British grid. 
CW .. r, ... " .. t., ... "".~"o, 0 R, "'''-
(4) Grid l'incs. The numerical value of a grid 
line depends on its distance from a false origin 
located at or beyond the southwest corner of 
the grid zone. The values printed on the grid 
lines are abbreviated numbers indicating dis-
tances in thousands of meters. (See fig. 16.) 
The complete distances from which these grid 
values are derived are shown in the corners of 
the map. These full numbers are the distances 
from the false origin to the grid lines nearest 
the corners of the sheet. Only the abbreviated 
numbers printed on the grid lines are used in 
reading grid coordinates. 
(5) G"id coo'l'dinates. Complete British grid 
coordinates consist of four parts: letter of the 
500-kilometer square, letter of the 100-kilo-
meter square, casting, and northing. 
F'iuure 15. Diagram of British grid zones of NW Alrica, ap[>I'M.:imate scale 1 :7,87~,OOO. 
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F igu re 10. S ect1'on of ma p w ith modi fi ed British grid f rom France and B elgium 
series , 1 :50,000, G.S .G.S . 4040, sh ee t ti l . 
(a) The letter of the 500-kilometer square is 
written as a small capital and is inclosed in 
parentheses. It may be printed on the face of a 
map or in a marginal diagram. 
( b) The letter of the 100-kilometer square is 
indicated by a large capital , which may be 
printed on the face of a map or in a marginal 
diagram. 
(c) Easting is the British term for a west-
east or X-coordinate. 
(d) Northing is the British term for a south-
north or Y -coordinate. 
(6) Writing coordinates. (a) In writing 
British coordinates, * no parentheses, dashes, or 
decimal points are used with the easting and 
the northing. For example, coordinates may 
appear as (s) B5784. 
(b) To designate a point accurately, it is not 
always necessary to include the two letters 
which are used in complete British coordinates. 
If all references apply to a particular 500-kilo-
meter square, the letter representing that 
square may be omitted. For example, the co-
ordinates in the paragraph above might then 
appear as B5784. When references apply to an 
*The rule of thumb used in United States map read-
ing, "read right--up," applies when using British grids. 
area within a 100-kilometer square, the letter 
for that square may also be omitted. Thus, 
B5784 becomes 5784. 
(c) An equal number of digits must be in-
cluded for both the easting and the northing. 
The United States military grid coordinates 
(34.5-28.4), (36.73-43.20), and (3.47-13.90) 
would appear as 345284, 36734320, and 
03471390, if written in British form. 
(7) Variations. Three variations of the mod-
ified British grid system are as follows: 
(a) The kilometer is not always the basis 
for subdividing grid zones. Some zones are sub-
divided using 1,000-yard intervals, instead of 
I-kilometer (l,OOO-meter) intervals. Other than 
this, the system of subdivision, lettering, num-
bering, and designating points is the same. The 
1,000-yard interval is used on British-gridded 
maps covered by the South Africa Belts, India 
Zones, Ceylon Belt, Maldive-Chagos Belt, Ma-
lay Grid, Johore Grid, New Zealand Belts, 
Australian Belts, Mauritius Zone, English Grid, 
and Malta Belt. (See fig. 13.) 
(b) Since some grid zones are not large 
enough for subdivision into 500-kilometer let-
tered squares, they are divided into 100-kilo-
meter lettered squares. The complete coordi-
nates of points within these zones include only 
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the letter <)f the 100-kilometer square, the cast-
ing and the northing. Zones in this category arc 
the Canary Island Zone, Cyprus Grid, Crete 
Zone, French Lambert Zone I, and J ohore Grid. 
(See fig. 13.) 
(c) Othel; zones have neither 500-kilometer 
nor lOO-kilometer squares. There arc no letters 
in coordinates taken from grids of Egypt Belts, 
Palestine Belt, Malta Belt, Australia Belts, and 
Madagascar Grid. No letters arc used in coordi-
nates read from the grid of the Levant Zone 
north of the BlO,OOOcmeter line. South of this 
line, the letters LL precede all references. (See 
fig'. 13.) 
b. BRITISH GRID SYSTEM. In the older British 
grid system, an area 50 kilometers square is 
covered by a grid composed of vertical and 
horizontal lines at 10-kilometer intervals. The 
25 grid squares so formed arc lettered alpha-
betically from left to right and from top to bot-
tom, the letter I being omitted. (See fig. 17.) 
Each of the lO-kilometer lettered squares is 
subdivided by grid lines at I-kilometer inter-
vals. These grid lines are numbered from left 
to right and from bottom to top. Since the let-
tering' system of grids on adjoining 50-kilo-
12 
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FigUTe 17. D£alJ?'um of ,'!O-lcilumefe'r squu'/'e of the 
Brit-ish GTid System. 
meter squares is the same, references are dupli-
cated on maps covering an area one side of 
wbich measures morc than 50 kilometers. The 
method of reading' coordinates in the British 
grid system is the same as that used in the 
modified British grid system. Arbitrary sys-
tems of point designation, such as templates 
and thrust lines, are not used by the British 
Army. 
CHAPTER 3 
FRENCH MILITARY MAPS 
15. General 
French military maps are published by the 
Institut Geographique Nationale (National 
Geographic Institute), formerly the Service 
Geographique de I'Armee (Geographic Insti-
tute of the Army), the military mapping agency 
of France. This agency provides the French 
General Staff with topographic maps for plan-
ning and operations., It is respons\ble for sur-
veys of metropolitan France, North Africa, and 
Syria. Maps of other French colonies are pub-
lished by the local agencies of each. 
I b. Military Map Series of France 
a,. FRENCH MAPS. The principal series of 
French military maps are described below: 
(1) The Michelin Road Maps, of 1 :200,000 
scale, are a series originally published by the 
Michelin Tourist Company. (See fig. 20.) Mili-
tary editions of these maps are used by the 
armies of various countries in logistics and op-
erations involving large units. They are neither 
contoured nor hachured, differences in elevation 
being indicated by road gradients and spot 
elevations. 
(2) The Carte d'Etat-Majm' (General Staff 
Map), of 1 :80,000 scale, is a series of French 
maps on which many maps of other scales are 
based. (See fig. 22.) Surveys were conducted 
between 1818 and 1866, and revisions were 
made approximately every 20 years upto World 
War I. Relief is represented by hachures. En-
largements of this series (1 :50,000) covering 
all of France are now available. 
(3) The 1 :50,000 ContoU1"ed Se"ies was pub-
Ii,shed rather recently and covers only a small 
part of eastern and northeastern France. It is 
a colored series with relief represented by con-
tours. 
(4.) The Plans DiI'ecteurs are on two scales, 
1 :20,000 (fig. 25) and 1 :10,000. These tactical 
series are contoured. The surveys from which 
these sheets were drawn form the basis for the 
1 :50,000 Contoured Series. ' 
(5) Oth€1' French military maps are 1 :50,000 
photographic enlargements of some of the 
1 :80,000 General Staff sheets, and 1 :200,000 
reductions from the same series, but contoured 
and colored instead of hachured. 
b. US AND BRITISH MAPS. The following US 
and British maps of France have been compiled 
jointly by the US Army Map Service and the 
Geographical Section, General Staff, British 
War Office: 
(1) A 1 :250,000 colored and contoured 
series. 
(2) A 1 :100,000 colored, layer tinted, and 
contoured series. (See fig. 21.) 
(3) Al :50,000 colonid and contoured series. 
(See fig. 23.) 
(4) Al :25,000 colored and contoured series. 
(See fig. 24.) 
17. French Coordinate Systems 
The degree system and the grade system of 
geographic coordinates are used on French mil-
itary maps. The Lambert Grid, the French mil-
itary grid, is superimposed on some military 
editions. 
a. DEGREE SYSTEM. The degree system is the 
same as that used by most countries. Latitude 
is measured in degrees, minutes, and seconds 
north and south from the equator. Longitude is 
measured in the same units from the prime 
meridian of Paris instead of the prime meridian 
of Greenwich. Paris is 2'20'14" (2'20'13.95") 
east of Greenwich, and by llsing this longitudi-
nal value, longitude can be converted from the 
Greenwich to the Paris meridian, and vice 
versa. (See fig. 18.) The geographic coordi-
nates, latitude 40'45'30" N and longitude 
4'30'45" E (measured from Greenwich),would 
be latitude 40'45'30" N and longitude 2'10'31" 
F; if measured from the Paris meridian. Simi-
larly, a point on a French map having the geo-
graphic coordinates, latitude 35'15'55" Nand 
longitude 3'30'30" W, would be designated as ' 
latitude 35'15'55" N and longitude 1 '10'16" W 
if located on a British map of the same area. 
b. GRADE SYSTEM. (1) The grade system of 
measurement is based on an angular unit of 
measure equal to 1/100 of a quadrant. Thus, a 
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Figure 18. Paris and Greenwich meridans. 
circle contains 400 grades, each of which is sub-
divided into 100 centigrades (grade minutes), 
each centigrade being composed of 100 decimil-
ligrades (grade seconds). The symbol for the 
grade is G or g. Coordinates read to the nearest 
centigrade have the centigrade symbol (') at 
the end; those read to the nearest deciinilli-
grade; the symbol for decimilligrade ("). Since 
the system is based on the division of units 
into 100 parts, coordinates are written in deci-
mal form, for example, 4.G7550" or 4.G75', 
9.G3725" or 9.G37', and so on. 
(2) Latitude is measured north and south 
from the Equator. Longitude is measured east 
and west from the prime meridian of Paris. Co-
ordinates read to the nearest decimilligrade are 
written as follows: latitude 46.G7925" N, longi-
tude 3.G5560" E. Coordinates read to the nearest 
centigrade are written in this form: latitude 
37.G75' N, longitude 2.G25' W. 
c. MAPS WITH BOTH SYSTEMS. Some French 
maps have both the degree and grade scales 
. around the edge of the sheet. (See fig. 19.) 
These scales can be identified by: the numbers 
on them, the comparative size of subdivisions 
of the scales, and the symbol for minutes. The 
meridians and parallels of the degree system 
are numbered up to, but not including, 60; those 
of the grade system are numbered up to, but 
not including, 100. The degree, being the larger 
of the two units, has larger subdivisions than 
the grade scale. The minute in the degree sys-
tem is identified by the symbol (,), while the 
centigrade can be recognized by the symbol ('). 
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Usually the degree scale is the outer scale; the 
grade scale, the inner one. 
d. CONVERSION FACTORS. Geographic coordi-
nates or azimuths and declinations can be 
changed from one system to the other by using· 
conversion factors. This is often necessary be-
cause the standard unit of angular measure-
ment of the French Army is the grade, though 
mils and degrees may be used. Since a quadrant 
is composed of 90 degrees or 100 grades,. 1 de-
gree equals 10/9 grades. Conversely, 1 grade 
equals 9/10 degree. (For the relationship bee 
tween corresponding values of the two systems, 
see app. I.) The following is one method of con-
version. 
(1) To convert grades into degrees, multiply 
the grade value by 9/10; then change the deci-
mal part of the degree value into minutes and 
seconds. For example, 2.G5969" = 2"20'14". The 
conversion is done as follows: 
2.G5969" X 9/10 = 2.3372' 
0.3372' X 60 = 20.2326' 
0.2326' X 60 c 13.95" or 14" 
2' + 20' + 14" ~ 2'20'14" 
(2) To convert degrees into grades, multi-
ply the degree value, expressed in decimal 
form, by 10/9. For example, 2'20'14"-
2.G5969". This conversion is done as follows: 
14" + 60 ,= 0.2333' 
(20' + 0.2333' ) + 60 = 0.3372' 
( 2' + 0.3372') X 10/9 = 2.G5969" 
e. MILITARY GRID. (1) The French military 
grid system is known as the Lambert grid sys-
tem (Quadrillage Lambert). France is covered 
by four Lambert zones: North Lambert Zone, 
Central Lambert Zone, South Lambert Zone, 
westernmost portion of Nord de Guerre Zone. 
The Nord de Guerre Zone also covers the N eth-. 
erlands, Belgium, and almost all of Germany. 
These zones are used by the British on their 
maps of France, the first three being renamed 
Lambert Zones I, II, and Ill. Also, the British 
extended the Nord de Guerre Zone 100 kilo-
meters to the west. 
(2) Grids on these zones are based on I-kilo-
meter intervals. Grid lines are numbered from 
an origin in the southwest corner of the zone. 
The coordinates are read to the right and up 
and may be written as either 141,8/328,8 01' 
14183288. Other systems of point designation, 
similar to those of the US and German armies, 
are used by the French. 
.... 
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Figure 19. Section of map from Carte d'Etat.Major series, 1 :80,000, sheet 35 • 
18. Characteristics of French Military M~ps 
a. REPRESENTATIVE FRACTIONS. 1 :80,000 is 
peculiar to the Carte d'Etat-Major series. 
With this exception, the scales on French maps 
are the same as other European map scales 
based on the metric system of measurement. 
may be given on maps of other scales. True 
north on French maps is known as nor'd g(;o-
gra1'hique (geographic north) and is abbre-
viated NG in declination diagrams. Nord mag-
netique is the French expression for magnetic 
north and is abbreviated NM. Grid north is 
called n01'd Lambe,·t (Lambert north) and is 
abbreviated NL. 
b. DECI,INATION DIAGRAMS. Declination dia-
grams are not usually found in the margins of 
sheets of the Carte d'Etat-Major series. They 
Table I. Glo8sary of French mal} expres.c;-ions 
Authorities 
Institut Cartographique Militaire ................. Military Cartographic Institute. 
lris'titut Geographique de Paris ................... Geographic Institute of Paris. 
Ministere de la Guerre ........................... Ministry of War. 
Service Cartographique .......................... Cartographic Service. 
Service Geographhiue de \' Armee ................. Geographic Service of the Army. 
Service Geographique de l'Indo-Chine ............. Geographic Service of Indo~China. 
Societe d'Editions Geographiquc, Maritimes 
et Coloniales ...... , .. , .. , .......•.....•....... Society of Geographic, Maritime, 
and Colonial Editions. 
Key te>'mS f01' identifying 'I1W1' dates 
dessine (e) .................... drawn. 
dresse (e) •.. , ................. prepared. 
execute (e) ......... , ......... executed. 
grave (e) ..................... engrave~. 
heliograve (e) ................ photoengraved. 
impression .. '. ................. printing, 
imprime (e) .................. printed. 
leve (e) ........................ surveyed. 
mis(e) a jour en., .............. brought up-to~date in. 
publie (e) ., ....... , ... , ..... ,published. 
rectifie (e) ............•...... corrected. 
redaction ..................... editing. 
l'edige (e) .................... edited.' 
revise (e) .. , ...... , ........... revised. 
revision en ..... , ._, ....... ~ .... revision in. 
revision pal'tielle en .......... , .partial revision in. 
tirage ....................... .issue, printing. 
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Figure 20. Section of map from Europe Toad m ap series, 1 :200,000, G.S.G.S. 4238, shee t '5 1. 
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Figure 21. Section of map from France series, 1 :100,000, AMS M661, G.S.G.S. 4249, sheet 14Q. 
e e 
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PiUU1'e 22. Section, of ma]> j110m Carte d'Et-ut-Ma.j(H· seri-es, 1 :80,000, sheet ,'1. 
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Figure 23. Section of Map f?'om France and Bel,qill1n series, 1 :50,000, G.S.G.S. 4040, sheet 49. 
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FiguTe 24. Section of m ap fTom Southern France series, 1 :25,000 AMS M861, 
G.S.G.S . 4411 , sheets XXV-44 :1 and .4 
• 
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Figure 25. Section of map from Pla1l8 DirecteuT8, 1:20,000, Halluin sheet No XXV-3, Mile No 7. 
CHAPTER 4 
GERMAN MILITARY MAPS 
19. General 
German military maps were publisbed by tbe 
R eichsaTn t fii1' La.nd ~Baufnahrne (Government 
Bureau for Land Survey). Some editions were 
published by various agencies which were later 
incorporated into the Reichsa.-rnt fiir Landcsauf-
rwhme. Certain editions of military series were 
produced by authorized civilian agencies; 
20. Military Map Series of Germany 
a. GERMAN MAPS. The principal series of 
German military maps are briefly described 
below: 
(1) The 1 :.100.000 Deutsche Mot01·fahre,. 
(German Tourist) series was published in 
Germany before World War II for use by 
motorists and bicyclists. A late edition of 
this series includes German express routes. 
This hachured series was printed in four colors. 
Pigure 2(i, Diagra.m of (icrmnn 
g1'id zone.';, frONt Majo,;, Uebe, So~ 
dm'leins Leitfaden zum GeWnde-
zcichncn wul !(a-1'fenlesMI (eighth 
editio1J, BC1'lin: R. F:i.cwnschmidt, 
1,1)35, page 2,1). 
(2) The Obe1"Sichtslcarte (General Survey 
Map) series is on a scale of 1 :200,000. The 
1 :100,000 series mentioned in (3) below is the 
basis for this series. 
(3) The Reichslcm·te (Federal Map) series, 
also called the Km'te des Deu,tschen Reiches, 
of 1 :100,000 scale (fig. 37), has fine engraving 
and a great amount of detail. This General 
Staff map was printed in black and white, 
with relief shown by hachures. 
(4) The 1:50,000 Dentsche [(a.?·te (German 
Map) series is a comparatively recent series 
of maps. Relief is shown either by contours or 
by hachures. 
(5) The 1 :25,000 Topog,.a,phische Ka,.te 
(Topographic Map) series is the most impor-
tant large-scale series of German tactical maps. 
(See fig. 39.) These maps were formerly known 
as MessUschbW.t/,e?· (Plane TableSheets). They 
are usually printed in black and white and 
are elaborately contoured. 
'----~--~.----.:~--.---. ---'-'----=.:.._---' 
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b. UNITED STATES MAPS. United States maps 
of Germany consist of a 1 :100,000 colored and 
contoured series prepared under a joint agree-
ment between United States and British agen-
cies. (See fig. 38.) These maps were compiled 
from existing maps of central l'urope and from 
air photographs. They are gridded with modi-
fied British grids and are available with or 
without altitude tints. 
c. BRITISH MAPS. British maps of Germany 
are copies of the German 1 :25,000 series. 
British grids are superimposed on copied Ger-
man maps and marginal information provided 
in gnglish. (See fig. 40.) Since the maps are 
copied, conventional signs are German. Dec-
linations are indicated on a three-pronged 
fl1arginal diagram. 
21. German Coordinate Systems 
The Geographic coordinates on German maps 
are expressed in degrees, (See fig. 26.) Before 
1921, the Germans measured longitude from 
Ferro, approximately 17"40' west of Green-
Ostgrenze des 
Gitterstreifens 9° 
wich. Since then, they have used the prime me-
ridian of Greenwich. Some older sheets have 
longitude from both Ferro and Greenwich in-
dicated in their corners. Methods of point des-
ignation used on German military maps are 
gi ven below. 
a. GAUSS-KRUGER GRID SYSTEM. The Gnuss-
](?"iige?' grid system (Gnuss gr"iger Gitternetz) 
consists of a series of 3 ° zones or belts (Gitte)'-
gtrd/en) oriented on specific meridians of longi-
tude. The grid lines of each zone are spaced 
at I-kilometer intervals. 
(1) Grid zones. German grid zones are 3" 
wide and are centered on the 6", 9", 12°, 15°, 
18",21°, and 24° meridians. (See fig. 26.) The 
zoning system is extended westward to cover 
France and l'ngland. These grid zones do not 
overlap. Maps bearing grids of two adjoining 
zones have tick marks along their borders so 
that the grid of one zone can be extended over 
a portion of the other. The boundary between 
zones is indicated on the border of a map as 
shown in figures 27 and 28. 
Westgrenze des 
Gitterstrei fens 12° 
(translated as:) 
East boundary 
of 9° Zone 
West boundary 
of 120 Zone 
F'iguTe 27. Designation of zone boundaries on Gennan maps. 
(2)Gl'id lines. (0,) Ve?·ticnl. Vertical grid 
lines within a zone are parallel to the central 
meridian of that zone and are spaced at I-kilo-
meter intervals. All grid lines of a zone are 
given one identification number ([(ennzijJe,.). 
Tbe identification number for each zone is deter-
mined by dividing the degree value of the cen-
tral meridian by 3. Thus, the number of each 
vertical grid line in the 9° zone is preceded 
by the figure 3. The grid line coinciding with 
tbe central meridian of a zone is given a value 
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of _~500 kilometers. Lines west of the central 
meridian are numbered below 500, for example 
_497, _..498, and _499. Those east of the central 
meridian are numbered above 500, for example 
_501, _502, _503, and so on. gach of these 
numbers is preceded by the identification num-
ber of the zone in which it lies; thus, the grid-
line numbers above become 6497, 6498, 6499 
and 6501, 6502, 6503, assuming that the grid 
lines are in the 18° zone. Grid lines coinciding 
with the central meridians of the German grid. 
zones are given values in kilometers as follows: 
6" zone-2,500 km. 
g" zone-3,500 km. 
12" zone-4,500 km. 
15° zone-5,500 km. 
18" zone-6,500 km. 
21" zone-7,500 km. 
24" zone-8,500 km. 
Because meridians con verge, a zone gradually 
widens as it extends to the south. To cover the 
wider area, the westel'll boundary of each zone 
is extended 10 kilometers to the west at specified 
intervals. This results in irregularities along 
the westel'll boundary of each zone. 
(b) HorizontaL Horizontal grid lines are 
perpendicular to the central meridian of a grid 
zone and are spaced at I-kilometer intervals. 
Figw'e 28. Section 0/ map from Reichskarte sM'ie$~ 1 :100,000, sheet 33. 
N atice the bound(J,1'Y between grid zones, the rmmbe1'ing system, and the 
tick m,wrks used to extend the g1'1'ds of the two ;tones. 
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Figure 29. Diagram of Ge1"ma'n map tempb;tte (ZieIgevierttafel). 
They are numbered from the equator. There-
fore, the horizontal line numbered 3650 is 3,650 
kilometers north of the point at which the cen~ 
tral meridian crosses the equator. Horizontal 
grid lines of all zones are numbered similarly, 
and do not have other identification numbers. 
(3) CooTdinntes. Coordinates in the Gauss-
Kruger system are read and written in a man-
ner similar to that used in US map reading. 
A coordinate scale (Plnnzeiger) in the margin 
of German maps is used to interpolate values 
between grid lines. The first two digits of the 
complete grid-line number are printed in 
smaller figures within the' borders of a map. 
These are omitted when reading and writing 
coordinates. For example, in expressing a grid 
line numbered 5497, only the larger figure 97 
is used. In figure 28, the coordinates of the 
road junction in the 24 0 zone are 02,87-87,70 
(full coordinates: 8402,87-6087,70). Similarly, 
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a road junction in the 21 0 belt has the coordi~ 
nates 89,10-87,25 (full coordinates: 7589,10-
6087,25). 
b. MAP TEMPLATE. A transparel)t map tem~ 
plate (Zielgevter·ttntel) was used by the Ger~ 
mans for point designations, usually on maps 
having no grid system. (See fig. 29.) It can 
be used on maps of any scale. 
(1) Desc,·ipUon. The template is divided into 
5-millimeter squares, with rows numbered hori-
zontally from 10 to 49, inclusive, and vertically 
from 50 to 71 inclusive. These squares are di-
vided by inspection into quadrants (Zielge-
vier·te), lettered a, b, c, and d. Five reference 
points (Festpunkte) , in the corners and center, 
are shown by X's. These reference points are 
desig'nated by their position on the template. 
For example: middle (Mitte) , northeast (Nord~ 
ost), northwest (Nm'dwest) , southeast (Siid-
ost), and southwest (Sudwest); or middle 
(Mitle), upper right (Reehts Oben or RO), 
upper left (Links Oben or LO), lower right 
(Rechts Unter or RU), and lower left (Links 
IInler or LU). Arrows on the template indicate 
north, south, east, and west. 
(2) Use. To locate m;,p points with the tem: 
plate, place a template reference point (Pest-
lJUnkt) on a map reference point ([{(L?'ten-
Tiunlcl.). Then orient the template on the map, 
by i}lacing the north and south edges of the 
template parallel to the corresponding edges 
of the sheet. Read the coordinates up and to 
the right (I)ot right and up), estimating the 
quadrant of the square in which the point 
lies. If the point i·s located in quadrant c of 
square 63/45, the coordinates are written 63/45 
c. A Gel'man way of reading Z'ielgBviM'ttajel 
coordinates follows: "]'un:/ct 1/ lie!!t Pesl;punkt 
Mit.l:" WI' (Wa.Tl.t.urm) ho·l'I. astwarts X.-Stadt 
im ZidgevieTt 64/22 a (point y lies in Ziel-
geviert 64/22 a middle reference point, watch-
tower due east of X city)." 
e. THRUST LINK The German thrust line 
(Slossl.inie) system of point desij.>;nation is 
basically the smne·as that of the US Army. 
(1) j)escrill('ion. A thrust line is a straight 
line plotted on a map to designate the location 
of a given point. (See fig. 30.) It runs .either 
through two specified points on a map, or 
extel1d~ from a specified point along a given 
azimuth. For example, the thrust line might 
run from a crossroads through a road junction, 
01' extend from a crossroads on an azimuth of 
200 mils. Althouj.>;h thrust lines can extend in 
any direction, they usually extend in the direc-
tion of anticipated movement. 
Ausgangspunkt 
(2) Use. To give a map reference with the 
Stosslinie, a perpendicular is drawn from the 
point in question to the thrust line. (See Pt. A, 
fig. 30.) Measure the distance forward from 
the point of origin (Ausgangspu.nlct) to the 
perpendicular. Centimeters are ordinarily used 
although. ground distances may be specified. 
Then measure the distance to the right (Il) 
or left (L) along the perpendicular to the 
point in question. Thrust-line coordinates are 
the distance from the point of Ol'igin to the 
perpendicular, the direction, either right or 
left, from the thrust line, and the distance from 
. the thrust line to the point in question. The 
thrust-line coordinates in figure 30 are 9H3.5. 
(8) Secu1'it1/. For security, the ]ibint of ori-
gin is usually given an initial value. If the 
Ausgangspunlct in figure 30 were .given an 
initial value of 28 centimeters, the first figure 
of the coordinates would be 23 plus 9, or 32, 
the coordinates 9R3.5 becoming 32R3.5. Dummy 
figures may be used for s(,curity purposes. 
The lirst, third, and fifth figures of coordinates 
may be designated Hi-; dUDlmies. In this case, the 
coordinates 82R3.5 would become 83726R73954. 
d. GEllMAN ARMY GRill. The German Army 
grid (IJeu.tsches lleeTesgitter) is a grid system 
which was printed by the Germans on maps 
of countries other than Germany. This grid 
system is basically the same as the Gauss-
Kruger grid. It is a metric grid with a basic 
I-kilometer grid interval. However the svstem 
of grid zones of the German Army' grid differs 
from the Gauss-Kruger grid. 
e. ARBITRARY GIlIO SYSTIlM. An arbitrary 
grid system was used on German maps of 
Sto5sIinie 
gem 
3.5 em 
1 
Pt.A 
Ji'-ig11)'C 30. Diagram of German thrust line (Stosslinie). 
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Figure 32. D-iagram. of (1,,1'bitno"1J grid systetn found on German maps of Italy. 
France and Italy. The general pattern of the 
grids and thBir method of use are the same 
on the maps of both countries. 
(1) G"iel "qua..,.e". «(1,) A large area on which 
a grid is to be placed is established. This area 
is square and ll):ly vary in size on maps of dif-
ferent countries. On the maps of France, the 
largo squares have sides measuring- approxi-
mately 180 kilometers. Adjoining squares are 
separated by double grid lines and are identified 
by the 11a111e of a large city within the arca. 
(See iig. 81.) On the maps of Italy, the sidBs 
of the large squares measure 150 kilometers. 
No distinctive lines separate these squares, 
neither are they identified by name. (Sec fig. 
32:) 
(b) Each area is subdivided into rows of 
25 smaller squares. Squares in the horizontal 
rows are lettered from A to Z, the letter I 
being omitted; those in' tbe vertical rows arc 
lettered downward from A to Z, the letter I 
being omitted. Thus, each square is identified 
by two capital letters. (See figs. 31 and H2.) 
The lettered squares above arc subdivided into 
n smaller squares numbered from 1 to !). Num, 
bered squares are further subdivided inio quar-
ters lettered a, b, e, and d. The small lettered 
quarters are subdivided into tenths by inter-
polation. 
(2) Coorrl.hwtcs. Component parts of coordi· 
nates given in terms of this arbitrnry grid 
system are read in the following order: 
(a) Letters of the lettered square. 
(/) Number of the next smallest square. 
(c) Letter of the small lettered quarter. 
(el) Numbers representing the location of a 
point within the small lettered quarter (read 
to the right and up). 
The coordinates of the bridge at 0 in figure 
31 are J A !)a Brueke, 01' J A 9a 77. 
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F'igun~ 33. Diagram of a German polar cool'd'inate system. 
I. POLAR COORDINATES. Polar coordinates 
were frequently employed by German troops 
as a method of point designation. Two methods 
of application are given below. 
(1) One method of application is similar to 
the US system of polar coordinates. The Ger. 
man soldier was taught to measure azimuths 
or direction in mils (Striche) counterclockwise 
from north with his military compass (Marsh-
!compass). Distance is almost always measured 
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in meters or 80-centimeter (approximately 32-
inch) paces (Schritte). The polar coordinates 
of a point might be given as follows: Schone-
beclc BI., 1575 Striche, 1.7 Icm, WT (SchiJnebec/c 
railway station, 1575 mils, 1.7 km, watchtower). 
(2) The second method of application was 
found on a French map used by the German 
Army. It is a less accurate means of point 
designation than that described above. A series 
of squares with 60-kilometer sides was drawn 
on the face of a map and each square· num-
bered. Within each square, prominent terrain 
features and easily recognized objects were 
circled and numbered for use as reference 
points. In expressing the location of an object 
or point, a five-step sequence was followed: 
(a) Number of the 60-kilometer square in 
which the reference point lay. 
(b) Number of the reference point. 
(c) Direction of the point in question from 
the reference point, stated approximately; that 
is, north, south, east, Or west. 
. (d) Distance from the reference point to the 
point in question. 
20-meter contour lines 
lO-meter contour lines 
5-mcter contour lines 
Auxiliary contours at 2.5-
and L 25··meter intervals 
(e) Identification of the point in question. 
The reference for point A in figure 33 is: 7/22 
S 1,000m Whs (square 7, reference point 22, 
south 1000 meters, inn). 
22. Characteristics of German Military Maps 
a. SCALES. Scales of German military maps 
are based on the metric system of measure-
ment. The commonly used l~uropean map scales, 
1 :300,000, 1 :100,000, 1 :50,000, 1 :25,000, are 
characteristic of German maps. A stride 
(SchT'itt) scale is also typical. This is a graphic 
scale based on the German military pace, 80 
centimeters long. 
Piuure 34. Contour intervals and symbols used on German maps. 
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Figure 35. Annual change in G~M angle (angle between 
J!1'id l1.o1·th mul 'ina.gnetic north) indicated by a 
Nadelabweichnng diay'rant i1'01n MCBstichblatt 
series 1 :25,OqO, sheet 1974. 
b. RI;LIEF. Relief is represented by hachures 
on most series of German military maps. The 
1 :300,000, 1 :100,000, and 1 :50,000 sheets are 
hachured. The 1 :100,000 series may have 
hachures supplemented by contours at 100-
meter intervals. Sheets of the 1 :50,000 series 
may be hachured or contoured. Large-scale 
contoured maps have more than one contour 
interval, each represented by a different type 
of symbol. (See fig. 34.) Small arrows are em-
ployed on some large-scale maps to indicate 
slight depressions and downhill slopes. 
c. G-M ANGLE. The G-M angle for a sheet 
is indicated in the margin by a small diagram 
of the entire sheet. Lines of equal magnetic 
declination from grid north are shown. The 
annual change in the G-M angle (Nadelab-
weichung) is given with this diagram. (See 
fig. 35.) German maps of other countries use 
the conventional two-pronged diagram to indi-
cate this declination. 
d. DECLINATION PROTRACTORS. Declination 
protractors similar to those on recent US maps 
are found at the edges of most gridded maps. 
The pivot point (M-Punkt) is printed at the 
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top and the degree scale at the bottom of 
German sheets. West declinations are indicated 
by negative values; east declinations, by posi-
tive values. (See fig. 36.) 
e. CONVERSION TABLE. A table for the con-
version of mils (Shiehe) into grades (Neu-
grade) was found in the marginal information 
of recent German maps of Italy. 
ViguTe sa, Degree scale of Gennan declination Frot'"f'(tctvr 
lnJln Reiclu.;knrtel:leries, 1: 100,000, sheet 3:J. 
l'o..ble II. Gloslw.?'l1 of German map 6xpt'ess'io'f/s 
A uthoTities 
Bibliogl'aphischcs Inslitut. ............ Bibliographic Institute. 
GeogT. VCl'hlg'sanstuit u. Druckcrci. ... Geographic Printing and Publishing' House. 
Kal'tenclicllst del' Raumforschung ...... Map Sc!'vke of the Land Survey Depal'trnent. 
Kartog'l'aphisehes Institut. ............ Cartographic Institute (Austria). 
IG>nigl. Preuss. Landcsaufnahmc ....... Royal Pl'l1ssian Otllcc for Land Survey. 
Rcichsamt fiil' Landesallfnahme ........ Government Bureau for Land Survcy. 
Vel'messllng'skommissar £lil' die 
Rcichschauptstadt ............. , . , ,.Land Survey Commissioner for the Capital. 
Key tem'8 f01' identifying ma)! dates 
Abdl'uck ,., ................... rcproduction. Liefel'ung ..... ' ...... , ..... , ... press run, sel'ies. 
aufgenommen ............ , .... surveyed. Naehdruck ,., ... , .. ,.,., ..... , reprint. 
Auflagedl'uck .................. edition, impression, Nachtri.ige ............... ,'" ,revisions,supplements. 
printing. Nadelabweichung . ,"""""" ,G~M angle. 
Aufnahme .................... survey. neuse Ausgabe . , ... , .... , . , .... new edition. 
Ausgabe ...................... edition, issue. J'ekognosziert . , . , ....... , .. , ',' . reconnoitered. 
bcarbeitet ., ................... compiled, prepared, teilweise .... ,."., ............ partial. 
bcrichtigt ...... , .. , ........... {~ot'l'ected. Urndl'uck ...... , ............... reprint. 
Druck .......... ,' ... "., .. , ... impression, printing. Umdl'uckausgabe ." .. , ........ reprint edition (im-
einzelne Nachtruge , .. ,.,., ..... single supplements. pl,ies corrections). 
crganzt bis .................... complete as of. V el'vielfiil tigou ngg~ recht 
fl'cigegeben durch ............. issued by. vOl'behalten ., .. , ...... ,., ... copyrighted. 
gezeichnet, .................... drawn. 
herausgegeb'en ........... ' ...... published. 
vorHiufig' ...................... provisional. 
zeitweilig ................... ,. temporary. 
kleine Nachtrage .............. slight revisions. zweite (IIte) Auflage .......... second edition. 
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Figure :Jr. Sect'ion of map from Rcichskarte series, 1 :100,000, sheet 33. 
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Fignre 38. Section of map from Germany series, 1 :100,000, AMS M641 , sheet V-S. 
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Figure 39. Section of map from Topographische Karte series, 1 :25,000, sheet 1766. 
38 Drantum 39 6LH.Juuuln~ 
[j'i[Jllre 40. Section 0/ map f)'om Gel'lnany series, 1 :25,000, G.S,G.S. 4411;, sheet 3715~ 
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CHAPTER 5 
ITALIAN MILITARY MAPS 
23. General 
The fstituto Geogmfico Milita?'e (Military Geo-
graphic Institute) was the agency responsible 
for topographic surveys and pUblication of 
military and certain other topographic maps 
of Italy. It printed and distributed Italian mili-
tary maps for training and operations and was 
responsihle for special surveys and technical 
services. 
24. Military Map Series of Italy 
a. GRANDE CARTA. fAt Grande CCi1'ta, TO}Jo-
gmfica del Regno d'Ita1.ia, (The Great Topo-
graphic Map of the Kingdom of Italy) is the 
military map series covering Italy and the' 
islands of Sicily and Sardinia, The survey on 
which this series is based was made before 1900. 
(1) FOil Ii. The Gmnde Cm'tn was published 
on 1 :100,000 sheets (fogli), measuring 20' lati-
tude by 30' longitude. It consisted of 277 fogli, 
designated by Arabic numerals and numbered 
consecutively in horizontal rows from west to 
. east and from north to south. For example, 
Foglio 4 covers part of extreme northern Italy, 
Fogli HI! and lliO covel' Rome, and Poglio 270 
covers part of the eastern coast of Sicily. At 
the end of World War I, Italy acquired 
from Austria territory to the north and north-
east of Italy. Approximately 40 additional fogli 
were necessary to covel' this territory. These 
jogli are designated by Roman numerals. Foglio 
XXVII is in the vicinity of Trieste. 
(2) Quadranti. To produce maps on larger 
scale, each joglio is divided into. quadrants 
(quadmnti). Each "lund,.nnte is on 1 :50,000 
scale, its geographic dimensions being half 
those of a foglio, or 10' latitude by 15' longitude. 
The qnadmnti within any foglio are designated 
by Roman numerals, numbered clockwise be-
ginning with the upper right quadrant. (See 
fig. 41.) Thus, Foglio 5 II indicates the lower 
right quadrant of Poglio 5. 
(3) Tavolette. Each quadmnte is further 
subdivided into quadrants (ta.volette). (See fig. 
41.) Each tavoleUn is on 1 :25,000 scale, its 
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Pigllre H. /Jia,qral'/l. of di'lli8hm of 1 :100,000 /oglio 
into quadran/.i aml favoletfe. 
geographic dimensions being half those of a 
quad",,,,te, or 5' latitude by 7' 30" longitude. 
The tavoleUe within any quandra1Ue are desig-
nated by the directions N.E., S.K, N.O" and 
S.O. (The Italian word for west is ovest.) 
(4) Sezioni. There is one further subdivi-
sion into sezioni. (See fig'. 42.) Each sezione 
is a quadrant of a tavoletta. It is on 1 :10,000 
scale, its geographic dimensions being half 
those of a tavolcttn, or 2' 30" latitude by 3' 45" 
longitude. Within a tavolettn, the four sezioni 
are designated by the letters a, b, c, and d, 
lettered clockwise beginning with the upper 
right quadrant. Only a small portion of Italy 
is covered by these sezioni. (See fig. 42.) 
d a 
~ 
v. 
C b 
NE.. 
Pig/we 1,2. Diagram of dfv'ision of lavoletta· into sezioni. 
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P£gure .43. Diag/'a'tn of Italian 'Inap-reference system. 
(5) Chamcteristics. Although the above se" 
ries of maps are all different scales, all use 
the same system of conventional signs. The 
1 :100,000 IlCries (the jogri) is coloted. The 
1 :50,000 (the quadranti) and the 1 :25,000 
series (the ta.volctte) were originally black and 
white but have since been printed in color. 
Relief is expressed by a combination of con-
tours, spot elevations, and hill shading. These 
three series are the basis for United States, 
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British, and German military maps of Italy. 
(See figs. 44, 46, and 47.) 
b. OTHER MAPS. A 1 :250,000 and a 1 :200,-
000 series of road maps published by the 
Consodazone TU'rist-ica Italiana* (Italian Tour-
ing Club) are two excellent series of unoflicial 
maps used as the basis for a recent British 
1 :250,000 series. (See fig. 45.) 
*This organization was called the Touring Club 
Italiano until 1936. 
25. Italian Coordinate Systems 
Geographic coordinates on Italian maps are 
measured in degrees. Longitude is measured 
from the prime meridian of Rome (Monte 
Mario). 12'27'07.1" east of Greenwich. Merid-
ians and parallel::; arc used as the oasis for 
a lettered system of reference. One-minute 
intervals of longitude and latitude are as-
signed a pair of letters. (See fig. 43.) The 
system of lettering is complex and is not de-
scrib(~d here. 
a. COORDINATES. In giving coordinates of a 
point, letters of the minute of longitude are 
given first, followed by the letters of the minute 
of latitude; that is, read right ana up. A point 
within any I-minute g'raticule is located by 
giving the seconds east, then northof its south-
west corner. The coordinates of the point in 
figure 43 are TLCT4530. 
h. COORDINATE SCAI,K A coordinate scale 
graduated in seconds of longitude and latitude 
is printed in the corner of Italian maps to 
aid in reading geographic coordinates accu-
rately. It is also used with the map-reference 
system described in the preceding paragraph. 
c. GRID SYSTEM. Rectangular grid sYKtcms 
of the type on United States, British, French, 
and German mapH have not been found on 
Italian maps. 
'1'alJle Ill. Glossal'Y of Italian nW}1 e:rpres:.;iolls 
Authol"ities 
COllsoeiawne Turistica Italian a 
(formerly, 'l'oul'in~' Club Italiano) ........ , . , . , .... Italian Touring Club. 
lsUtuto Gcogl'ufico Militarc .......... ,."" .. "",., Milital'Y G(~OgTHphi(' InsLitute. 
lsLituto Italiano d'AI'ti-Grafiehc." .. ,., ... , ...... ,' . InstiLuLe of Gl'aphie Arts, 
Labol'a.torio Foto-litog'l'ufico 
del MinisteJ'o della Guct'l'a."., ..... ,.,', ......... LiLhog'l'aphic Laboratory 
of the Ministry of Wal', 
R Commissione }lcr Ia 'l'oponomastiea .. ,., ... , .... ,. ,Royal Place Name Commission. 
R Um(~io Geologico .... , ......... "., ... ,', ..... ,., Hoyal Geological BUl'eau, 
](ey te"118 for identifying map dates 
aggiornamento del ........ colT(;ctcd to. h~vat (0, i, u, e) , .....• , • surveyed. 
ag:g'iornato .......... , .... J'cvised to date, parziale .... , ... , ...... ,. parLial. 
agg'iunta . , ..... , ...... , .. addition. propl'icta riservata ..... ,. copyrighLcd, 
anno .................... yeaI'. l'icognizionc pel' Ie strade 
can Ie aggiuntc e vurianLi .. with the additions and val'i- rotubili C fCl'l'ovie nel ... reconnaissance fot' highways 
ations. 
corl'ezione .. , ............ corl'ection. 
editi , ........ , ..... , ..... published. 
editore ., .... , .... " ..... llublisher. 
edizione , .... , ........... e<li tion. 
edizione l~uova ........... new edition. 
eseguito ........ , ... , .... 0xecuted. 
impresso ........ , ... , .. , .1)rinted. 
l'angolo <Ii declinazione e 
valevole pel' l'anno ., ... magnetic declination for the 
year. 
legge ......... , .......... law (authorizing surveys). 
levata •.............. " .. Survey. 
and l'uilrouds in. 
rieognizioni genel'uli ...... general reconnaissance. 
rieogllizi'oni parziali ... , .. partial reconnaissance. 
ridisegno ................ I'edrawn. 
rilcvamento ... , .......... survey. 
l'ilicvo del ............. :. survey of the. 
l'ipl'oduzione ..... , ... " .. reproduction. 
l'iproduzionc vietata , ..... all rights reserved. 
riveduto .... , .. , .... , .... revised. 
stampato ,., .' ............ printed. 
tutti i diritti eli l'iprodu-
ziono l'iscl'vati ........ , all rcpl'oduction l'ights re· 
served. 
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Figure .{r..L Section of map from Italy series, 1 :100,000, C.S.C.S . .{r.uq, sheet 142. 
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F igure 45. Section of map of It aly road map, 1 :200,000, AMS M 592, sheet 17 . 
Figure 1;6. S ection of map from I taly series, 1 :50,000, C.S.C.S. 1; 22.9 , 8hect 142 II . 
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F igure 1,7. Secti()n of map fr om Italy series, 1 :25,000, C.S.C.S. 4228, shee t 21, 9 II NW. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RUSSIAN MILITARY MAPS 
26. General 
The VOllenno-TopogmjicheB!c0llC Upmvlen£lIc 
(Military Topographic Bureau) is the Hussian 
military mapping agency. This bureau com-
piles, publishes, and revises military maps, pub-
lishes captured foreign maps, and is responsible 
for the dissemination and distribution of such 
documents. 
27. Military Map Series of Russia 
. Large-scale Hussian maps are published on 
scales of 1 :100,000, 1 :50,000, 1 :25,000, and 
1 :10,000. The 1 :50,000 series is the basic tac-
tical series covering the whole area of military 
operations. (See fig. 56.) These large-scale 
maps are supplemented by the 1 :100,000 series. 
(Sec figs. 54 and 55.) The latter series is the 
basic tactical series in sparsely populated dis-
tricts. Maps printed before 1!l1\J on scales of 
1 :420,000, 1 :84,000, and 1 :42,000 are still 
standard for large areas of Hussia. Smaller-
scale maps are published on scales of 1 :1,000,-
000, 1 :500,000, and 1 :200,000. 
28. Russian Coordinate Systems 
Geographic coordinates and a military grid are 
used on Hussian maps for point designation. 
a. GEOGRAPHIC COORIJINA'mS. Geographic co-
ordinates on Hussian topographic maps are 
expressed in the degree (sexagesimal) system. 
Longitude may be measured east and west from 
the meridian of Pulkovo, Moscow, Paris, or 
Greenwich. (See app. 1.) Modern military maps 
measure longitude from the prime meridian 
of Greenwich. Latitude, as on maps of all other 
countries, is measured from the equator. 
b. MILITARY GRID SYSTEM. The Hussian mili-
tary grid system consists of a series of long-i-
tudinal zones on which Idlometric grids are 
placed. Coordinates are read up and to the right. 
(1) G"id zones. Hussian grid zones arc 6 0 
wide. The western boundary of the first zone is 
formed by the Greenwich meridian, successive 
zones occurring at 6 0 intervals to the east. 
There is no overlapping of zones. Thirteen grid 
zones cover western Russia; these zones are 
numbered consecutively to the east starting 
with the westernmost zone. (See lig. 48.) The 
origin of each grid zone is at the intersection 
of its central meridian and the equator. This 
point is given the arbitrary value of 500 
kilometers east, 0 kilometers north. 
(2) Grid Unes. (a) Vert,:cal. Vertical g-rid 
lines within a zone are parallel to the central 
meridian of that zone. The grid line tracing 
the central meridian is given a numerical value 
of 500 kilometers. Successive vertical lines to 
the east are numbered upward from 500; for 
example, 501, 502, 503, and so on. Those to 
the west are numbered downward, 499, 498, 
497, and so on. The numerical values of vertical 
grid lines are preceded by a fourth digit which 
corresponds to the number of the grid zone. 
Thus, the number of each vertical grid line in 
the zone bounded by the 18 0 and 24 0 meridians 
(zone 4) would be preceded by the number 4. 
(See fig. 48.) 
(b) Horizontal. Horizontal grid lines are 
perpendicular to the celitral meridian of a grid 
zone. All horizontal grid lines are numbered 
consecutively northward from the Equator. 
No distinctive number, such as the first digit 
in the number of the vertical grid lines, is used. 
(3) Grid inte,'val. The basic grid interval 
of the Russian military grid is 1 kilometer. 
This interval is found on maps of 1 :50,000 scale 
or larger. On series havinv; scales smaller than 
1 :50,000, other intervals may be found; for 
example, a 2-ldlometer interval is used on the 
1 :100,000 sheets. 
(4) Coot'd£nates. Coordinates are read up 
and to the right. Complete numerical values 
are indicated on grid lines nearest the corners 
of the map. Other grid lines show abbreviated 
numerical values in large type. These abbre-
viated numbers are ordinarily used in writing 
coordinates. For example, in expressing the 
grid line having a value of 7,355 kilometers, 
only the 55 is ordinarily used. (See fig. 49.) 
c. VERST GRID SYSTEM. A second type of 
grid system was observed on a Hussian map 
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Figure 49. Section of map from Russia S61'ieS, 1 :50,000. 
of 1 :42,000 scale, dated 1926. This grid is com-
posed of vertical '1nd horizontal lines spaced 
at l'1Ie-,."t intervals. Every second grid line is 
numbered, the vertical lines from west to east 
and horizontal lines from north to south. Co-
ordinates are read to the right and down. 
29. Characteristics of Russian Military Maps 
a. SCALES. Scales of older Russian maps are 
based on the old Russian system of linear meas-
ure. These scales are 1 :126,000, 1:84,000, 1 :42,-
000 and so on. Map distances measured in 
duims (see app. I) on maps of these scales 
are easily converted into ground distances in 
1JCrstS (see app. 1). For example, a map dis-
tance of 7.75 duims represents a ground dis-
tance of 7.75 ve1'Sts on a map of 1 :42,000 scale. 
While the U.S.S.H. has officially adopted the 
metric system of measure, the older Russian 
linear units may be encountered. Maps drawn 
on scales based on the older system may like-
wise be found. 
b. DECLINATION. Declinations are indicated 
by three-pronged diagrams and by isogonic 
lines. 
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(1) Th1-ee-pr'onged diagr·am. The three-
pronged diagram is similar in construction to 
US and British diagrams. True north is in-
dicated by a star; magnetic north, by a double-
headed arrow. The arm of the diagram indicat-
ing grid north has no identifying symbol. Each 
of the three directions is further identified by 
name. (Sec fig. 50.) Declinations on a three-
pronged diagram may be expressed in artillery 
mils as well as degrees. The artillery mil is 
an angle subtending an arc equal to 1/6000 of 
the circumference of a circle. It is equivalent 
_ to 3.6'. Thus, an angle of 70 artillery mils is 
equal to an angle of 4 '12'. 
(2) Isogonic diagram. Magnetic declina-
tion is shown in a small isogonic diagram in 
the map's marg-in. Isogonic lines indicate mag-
netic declinations at 30-minute intervals for 
the entire area of the map. Positive values in-
dicate east declinations; negative values, west 
declinations. (See fig. 51.) 
c. RELIEF. Relief is indicated on various Rus-
sian maps by contour lines, hachures, and spot 
elevations. Hypsometric diagrams and slope 
scales are also used. 
Translation, 1, VM·(.£cal line of thc g1'id coordinate 
(g1'id nOH.h). 
2. F'1'OU/, rne1'idian (G-M angle). 
:1. ~'nw merid1'an. 
h. Marrnct--ic dC1Jiation. 
5, Magnetic m.eridian, 
[1'igw'e 50. 'l'hl'ee-}J)'ong(l(l declination d1'ag'ram- jTom 
Russia series, 1 :50,000, 
(1) Gontm,,' lines. Contours are shown at 
10-, 20-, 50-, and 100-meter intervals, depend-
ing on the scale of the map. Form lines or 
approximate contours are used to represent 
relief more accurately. 
(2) Hypsometl'ic diagra.1n. Stated levels of 
elevation for a specific map are indicated in 
a hypsometric diagram in the margin. Refer-
ence to this diagram and to the key beside it 
gives a general picture of the topography with-
out making a detailed study of the map itself. 
(See fig. 52.) 
(3) Slope scale. A scale for determining de-
gTees of slope is provided in the marginal in-
formation of contoured Russian maps. To deter-
mine the steepness of slope in degrees, compare 
the distance between contour lines with the 
distance between the lower and upper edges 
of the scale. The measurement of distance may 
be taken between adjacent contour lines or 
between every fifth or every tenth contour line. 
Figw'e 51. Isogonic dia-g1'am j1'om Russ-ia seTies, 
1 :50,000. ' 
The slope scale in figure 53 was constructed on 
a map of 1 :50,000 scale with a 10-meter con-
tour interval. If, for example, the distance be-
tween two adjacent contours on that map were 
equal to the length of the second vertical line 
from the left side of the scale in figure 53, the 
slope for that area would be 10. Similarly, if 
the distance between two contours represent-
ing a difference in elevation of 50 meters cor-
responded to the length of the second vertical 
line in the center section of the scale, the slope 
for that area would be 60 
(4) Hachures. Hachures are used to repre-
sent topography on small-scale Russian maps. 
(5) Spot elevations. Spot elevations supple-
ment hachures and contours. 
Figure 52. HY]Jsomet1'ic diagTam from Russia 8e1'ie8, 1 :50,000. 
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npil Bf.lCOTe c.e'le""S'I 50 Mt?Tp08 
T1·anslat-ion. 1. For levels of contour inter-vallO 'meters. 
2, FM' ie"vels of contou-r interval .50 meterS, 
3, For levels of contour intel'val 100 meters. 
F'igu-re 53. Slope scale j-rom Russ-ia series, 1 :50,000. 
Table IV. Glossary oj Russian -map exm'cssio11.-s. 
[(ey ter'ms f01' identifying map dates 
llPCMCfHlb!fi. . ..••••• , • , •••.•.•••••. ' .•. , .•.••••••••. , .••• , , •... provisional. 
(vl'cmcnnyi) . 
BTOpOC U~\)I.'HlI1C .••• , ...•....••.• ,.,.,., .................. ,.,., ....• second edition. 
(vtol'oye izdaniye). 
BhICOT<J. CC'ICIIU5I .....•.•• ,',., ..•...•• , •• "."., ... , ..•.•• , •. , .• " •. contour interval. 
(visota secheniya). 
rJJa:-IOMcpJlhlC c'eMKH flOJICBhJX TlOC:l)l.OK, •. ' •• , •......•.•••... , ..•••••• field reconnaissance survey (hasty sketch). 
(glazonwl'nye siemki polevykh poezdok). 
I'P<l)~YC. . . . .. , , ...• , •••• , •.. , ...•. , ....••.•••. , • , ' • , • , •.• , • , ... degree. 
(gradus) . 
)~OJlrOT<I. . .. ,.,., •••••••.......... ,., ' •• "", , .. ".,., •.. , .. , . .longitude. 
(<Io1gota) , 
,lI.OnO)llIClla U Bhl·[ep'lcHa ......••.. , .• , , • ' . , , ..... , , .••• , .... , . , . . .revised and drawn. 
(dopolnena i vichel'chena). 
H:lj\':IIII1C ..... , •..... , ..• , ..... , • , , ••... ' ...•...• , •• , , •. , , . , ... , . . edition. 
(izdaniye) . 
JII-1C1'. 
(list) . 
MaCHlTa6. 
(masshtab) . 
. ........... , , ... , ... , .. , , ........................ ,sheet, _ 
. . ,.' .... , ........ ,. , ....................... scale. 
IICfHlOC ii:I)~<lIII1C. . ..... , .•.••••• , . , , • , •..•. , .. , ... , . first edition. 
(pel'voyc izdaniye). 
HC'IaT<lIlO. 
(pechatano) . 
npcmCp5lJlOCh ........ ,., .... , ...... ,., .... . 
(pl'ovel'iaios) 
PCI{()["HOC1tUpOFU{([ ...•. , , . , .... , .......... . 
(t'ccognostzil'ovka) . 
C6JlH}I{CIH1C, MepH)~HallOB. , . , ... 
(sblizheniye mCl'idianov). 
. ...... , . , , .printed. 
.verified. 
.. , ........ reconnaissance, reconnoitering. 
meridional convergence. 
C,I(i.lIlO B npol1:mO,ll.CTBO, . , ..• , .. 
(zdano v proizvodstvo). 
. ... , ............... , ...... released for publication. 
COC'l'aIlJI51Jl. 
(sostavlyal) . 
C'CM1<'0! . 
(sicmka) . 
. ................ compiled by. 
. .. " ... , .... " ................ , .. survey. 
UlHPOT<t. . , ....... , • , . . . . . .... , , .... , .. , ...•••• ' ••••••••• , ••• latitude. 
(shirota). 
Autlwl'itie .. 
BOCHllo-ToIIOrp<lcIHI'!CC]{OC YnpaB)ICflHC.. . ••....... , ••• , ••• , ••.. ,.. .Military Topographic Bureau. 
(Voyenno-Topogl'uficheskoye Upravleniye). 
rCHCp<lJlhllh!ti Uha6 I(P<lCIiOH ApMHU .••••.••.....• , ' • , •••.... , . . . General Staff of the Red Army. 
(Generalny Shtab Krasnoy Armij). 
YnpaBJICHUC BOCllllbiX Tonorpa(f)()B .. , .. , .... , • ' .••••••• , , , , . . . . . .. . Bureau of Military Topographers. 
(Upl'Hvlcniye Voycnnykh Topografov). 
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Figure 54. Section of 'inap f1'om Russia s(;}'ies, 1 :100,000, sheet P36-133. 
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Figure 55. Section of map jrom Russia series, 1 :100,f?OO, sheet P-35-1I.!... 
Fig1l?'e 56. Section of map from Russia series, 1 :50,000, sheet N-37-26_B. 
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CHAPTER 7 
JAPANESE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS 
30. General 
Japanese maps are only considered here gener-
ally, because of difliculty in obtaining informa-
tion concerning them. Furthermore, Japanese 
characters are so complex that it is impossible 
to present enough of the written language to 
make one an accomplished reader of Japanese 
maps. Much of the material presented here was 
obtained from a careful study of many J apa-
nese maps. The purpose of this chapter is to 
give some of the characteristics of such maps 
and to explain the Japanese' cha~acters pertain-
ing to numbers, dates, and representative frac-
tions. Field sketches were used to a great ex-
tent by the Japanese Army in its operations, 
but are not discussed here. Commercial maps 
used by the Japanese Army were published by 
the Irnper'ial Japanese Land SW'vey Bureau. 
This bureau was a government monopoly. Other 
mapping agencies could not produce maps with-
out its consent. 
31. Military Map Series of Japan 
a. 1 :200,000 SERIES. The 1 :200,000 series of 
Japanese topographic maps covers a large part 
of the Japanese Empire. Topography is repre-
sented on these maps by green contours and 
green hill shading. Important settlements are 
shown in red, water features in blue, and all 
other objects in black. 
II. 1 :50,000 SERIES. The 1 :50,000 series pub-
lished by the Imperial Japanese Land Survey 
Bureau covers practically all of the Japanese 
Empire. (See fig. 64.) This is a black-and-white 
contoured series containing a greater amount 
of detail than is usually found on United States 
maps of the same scale. 
c. 1 :25,000 SERIES. A few maps of 1 :25,000 
scale provide partial coverage of Japan. These 
sheets are dependable as of their date of pub-
lication. 
d. UNITED STATES MAPS OF JAPAN. United 
States maps of Japan are prepared on scales 
of 1 :250,000, 1 :50,000, and 1 :25,000. The 
1 :250,000 series is compiled from Japanese 
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1 :200,000 and 1 :50,000 sheets. The 1 :50,000 
United States series consists of maps copied 
in black and white from Japanese sheets of 
the same scale. (See fig. 65.) A world polyconic 
grid is superimposed; transliterations are pro-
vided in purple, and the Japanese legend is 
translated into English. Colored editions at 
1 :50,000 scale are also available. These have 
1,000-yard world polyconic grids and use modi-
fled symbols patterned after the original ,Japa-
nese. Several sheets of a 1 :25,000 United States 
series, intended to cover the entire Japanese 
Empire, are available. 
32. Japanese Coordinate Systems 
a. GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES. Geographic co-
ordinates are used on Japanese maps in the 
conventional manner. Longitude is measured 
east and west from the Greenwich meridian, 
latitude, north and south from the Equator. 
Meridians and parallels are not drawn on the 
face of the map, but the edges of the map are 
meridians and parallels. In this respect, Japa-
nese maps are similar to German maps. Arabic 
numerals are used for the numerical values of 
meridians and parallels. 
b. MILITARY GRID SYSTEM. A standardized 
military grid system, similar to grids placed on 
United States, British, French, and German 
maps, was used by the Japanese. This grid 
system uses a metric grid and consists of seven 
grid zones. 
(1) G'''id zones. Five zones cover Japan; 
one, Korea; and another, Formosa. Each zone 
is 4 ° wide. Those covering Japan are centered 
on the 132°, 136°, 140°, 144°, and 148° merid-
ians; the zone covering Korea, on the 128 ° 
meridian; and that covering Formosa, on the 
121 ° meridian. The origin of each zone is the 
intersection of its central meridian with the 
36 ° parallel, except the zone covering Formosa 
which has its origin at the intersection of the 
121 ° meridian and the 24° parallel. 
(2) Grids. Grids on the Japanese zones are 
printed in brown and have a basic interval of 
1 kilometer. Grid lines are numbered to the 
right and up, with only the 1,000- and 10,000-
meter digits printed on the lines. Full values 
of grid lines are printed only on lines nearest 
the cornerS of the map and on those at even 
100-ldlometer intervals. 
(3) Com·dinates. Japanese grid coordinates 
are read to the rig-ht and np. Ordinarily only 
the abbreviated numerical values printed on 
the grid lines are used in giving g-rid references. 
A point whose full coordinates are 4553.7 E, 
3979.' N may be located by the abbreviated 
references 53.7 /79.' or 53779.'. 
c. POLAR COORDINATt;S. (1) Polar coordi-
nates are used by the Japanese for point desig-
nation. Azimuths are measured clockwise in 
degrees or in mils. Elements of polar coordi-
nates are given in the following order: 
(a) Reference or base point. 
(b) Azimuth. 
(c) Distance. 
(2) An object 500 meters from a triangula-
tion point 102 meters high on an azimuth of 
1800 mils would be indicated as follows: 
1800 
Base point 102 - 500m-
Index 10 adjoining 
She~ 
Dales •.•. 
Legend--=--~ 
Adjoining sheet 
10 the wes t '-~ 
Copyrjl~ll't note ~ 
rcn 
tfjj 
Ttll e 
\ 
\ 
33. Characteristics of Japanese Topographic 
Maps 
a. MARGINAl" INFORMATION. Marginal infor-
mation may be placed on Japanese maps as 
shown in figure 57. However, positions of mar-
g-inal information vary on different maps and 
m.ap series, and certain items may not be given. 
The question: "How up-to-date and how ac-
curate is the map 7" call be answered by iden-
tifying the characters representing dates and 
the publishing agency. (See figs. 57, 62, and 
table VII.) Variations in place names are found 
on Japanese maps of different scales, because 
names of small individual settlements are in-
dicated on large-scale maps, but only those of 
village groups are shown on maps of small scale. 
b. GRAPHIC SCALK On Japanese maps, a 
graphic scale graduated in metric units usually 
is found above the graphic scale in 1"i. The 
sha!cu, the cho, and the 1'i are the most im-
portarit units of Japariese linear measurement. 
English and metric equivalents of these units 
are shown in table V. 
c. RELIEI'. Relief is represented on Japanese 
maps by contour lines, spot heights, and hill 
shading. These are employed singly or in com-
bination. 
Adjoining sheel 
to the nodh 
~ 
Idenhficahon of map 
(one secl'ion of a 
larger map) 
Adjoimng sheel 
- .• ---.--- 10 the east 
I In perial Japanese 
Iand survey 
Relief diagrarn--_._.r--l ~ ?=~~~.~.-:~~ ___~ __ ~ ____ ~_~._~_~_~~:_~~=~~= Geographic coordinates 
"L-.J ~- ---(in all corners of lhe 
------ ~ ) 
Price-----------·---:------ '! G'r:>:·::a:e--- Adjoinmg :~~el 
Represenldhve f1"<.\choYl. 10 lhe soulh 
Figure 57. Diag1'arn showing apP1'oximate positions of various items of ma.rginal information on Japanese maps. 
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Table V. EnuNBh und 1net1"ic equivalents of Japanese 
units of linen"!' 1neas'Ure. 
Japanese Metric 
1 shaku 0.994 It.... ~W.3 em. 
:WO shaku 1 cho ... ,., 119.0 yd. .. 1'09.0 m. 
36 cho -". 1 l'i ".,.... 2.44 mile.. 3.9:~ km. 
(1) Contow·s. Contours indicating elevation 
in meters are printed in green on small-scale 
colored maps and brown or orange on large-
scale colored maps. Information on contour 
intervals may be found in a relief diagram 
under the legend at the lower left corner. Eleva-
tions of contour lines, expressed in Arabic 
numerals, are given on some maps at points 
where contour lines meet the edges of the sheet. 
Every fifth contour line may be accentuated to 
give a clearer picture of land forms. Broken 
(auxiliary) contours represent smaller inter-
vals than do contours shown by solid lines. 
1 
-
6 
'" 2 .. ~- 7 
3 ~ 
Craters or depressions are indicated on a 
topographic map by small arrows. The Japa-
nese contouring system is similar in several 
respects to the German. 
(2) Spot heights. Elevations indicated by 
spot heights, bench marks, and triangulation 
points arc printed in Arabic numerals; for ex-
ample, 23,4. A figure with a horizontal line 
above it may be found on dvers and streams to 
indicate the depth of water; for example, '2:\;4: 
(3) Hill shad,:ng. Hill shading in green sup-
plements contours on colored maps. 
34. Japanese Characters 
a. SYSTEM OF WRITING NUMBERS. The basic 
characters in the Japanese system of writing 
numbers are illustrated in figure 58. These were 
used on maps published by the Imperial J ap-
. anese Land Survey Bureau. More intricate 
symbols for numbers are sometimes used on 
other maps, for example the symbol represent-
ing 10,000. 
10 + 
100 1i' 
-
,,. ....... 
4 '1111 8 1000 1-
11 
15 
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5 1L 9 IL 10000 7i 
Figure 58. Basic cita'l'acters of Japanese number system. 
+ 
-
+ 
.Ji. 
or +-
or 
Figure MJ. E:wmplcs of Japanese numbers 
formed by addition. 
Combinations of numbers may be written in 
either of two ways: top to bottom, or left to 
right. In the examples in figures 59 and 60, 
read the left column of symbols from top to 
bottom; the right column, from left to right. 
Japanese characters may be formed by addi-
tion. In the examples in figure 59, the second 
character is added to the first. 
Japanese numbers are also formed by multipli-
cation and addition. In the examples in figure 
60, the second character is multiplied by the 
first, and the third character is added; that is, 
three times ten plus seven, or thirty-seven. 
Although it is not often found on their maps, 
the Japanese also use Japanese characters writ-
ten as in the Arabic system. The number 3794, 
for example, is written horizontally as shown 
in figure 61. Contour numbering in figures 64 
and 65 also follows this system. 
p(qure 60. (Right) Exwmplcs of Japanese numbe1'S 
formed by n~ulUl}lication and addition. 
ENGLISH 
ARABIC WRITTEN LITERAL 
NUMERALS TEXT TRANSLATION 
Three 
37 Thirty- tens 
seven seven 
Three 
thousands, 
Three 
thovsand, seven 
seven 
3794 hundred ~undreds, 
and nine ninety~ tens, four 
and 
four 
37 or 
94 or 
JAPANESE 
JAPANESE 
ARABIC FORMAL CHARACTERS 
'CHARACTERS IN ARABIC 
SYSTEM 
NUMERALS 
., 
.. 
~ ... 
-
"f"' 37 
~ 4: 
(Also may be written 
horizontally as) 
;.+..t '::'4:' 
- -...::::-
--:t ~ 1i 3794 $ -Ju 
'lSI 
'VSI 
(Also may be written 
horizontally as) 
p.-4-...t"i":IL -t a ;,...tJu\9 
II 
Pigure 61. Engli8h and Japanese equivalents in CiI:umples of forming numbers. 
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1868-1912 
1912-1926 
1926-
TaiSho-{ ~ 
,"OWO--{ ~ 
(1 ) 
year 
month 
day 
(2) 
Fi,qure 62. Japanese characters represent'ing (1) ?'eiuns and (2) yea'-, month. and day. 
]i"£gure 6:1. (Lower rir;ht) ComfrinnUo-n of characters to form enUre date. 
In th-il:l case, the date -is Mdj-i 30, 5th month, 'JUd da;y or 23 Ma-y 1897. 
b. DATES. Japanese dates are calculated from 
the bC)l;inning of one of three reigns: Meiji 
(1868·-1912); Taisho (1912-26); Showa 
(1926- ). To convert the Japanese year to our 
calendar, add to the Ilumber of the Japanese 
year one of the following amounts: Meiji, 1867; 
Taisho, 1911; Shown, 1925. For example: Meiji 
40th year equals 1907 (40 plus 1867) ; Taisho 
9th year, 1920 (9 plus 1911); and Showa 16, 
1941 (16 plus 1925). Japanese dates are pre-
cedcd by characters representing the reign. 
The;::.;c characters and those for year, month, 
and day are shown in figure 62. Characters are 
combined to form complete date as shown in 
tigure 6;;. 
c. HEl'lmSENTATIVE FRACTIONS. Characters 
indicating representative fractions appear on 
.Japanese maps above the graphic scales. The 
three .Jupanese churacters shown on iirst line 
of table VI are equivalent to "repre::wntative 
fraction equals 1 :_ .......... " The characters which 
precede them in the next three lines indicate 
the denominator of the representative fraction. 
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M··· _[IA 
el[l ~~ 
/'''' 
30th --{ -
..,. 
:;= 
Year [.f-
5th [t 
Month [ 
-f --23d t -
-Day [ 8 
Table VI. English "ep?'esentative fractions and Ja,p,anese equivalents. 
ENGLISH JAPANESE EQUIVALENT 
Representative fraction equals 1: »-~-
Representative fraction equals 1 :200,000 =-+ Jj 7t.t..-
Representative fraction equals 1 :50,000 1i 4 ~'-..:t.-
Representative fraction equals 1 :25,000 :;'7j~+~-Z-
Table VII. Glossary of Japanese map expressions. 
Authorities 
Imperial 
.Japanese 
Land 
Survey 
Bureau 
Key 'ferms for Identifying Map Dates 
Land 
Survey 
Bureau 
>Jl~ *,J 
-f or ~ ............................. survey 
I engraving made 
.................................... , .. published 
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fP. J&~ 
Table Vll. Glossary of Japanese map expressions-Cont'inued. 
· ..................... '.' ............. printed 
~ lJl 
~or *- ........................... reprint 
~ 
i£. 
~~ Iq--
· ..................... - .............. revised 
...................................... part, section 
· .................................... important section 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. second time 
' ..................................... ibid., the same 
reference (refers to 
reign, reign and year 
last stated, or entire 
date last stated) 
Units of Linear Measurement 
............................................. millimeter 
............................................. centimeter 
· _, ....................... ,_ ................. meter 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. kilometer 
............................................. shaku 
............................................. cho 
............................................. ri 
P·ig/'/l'e G.~. Section of map frmn original Japanese series, 1 :50,000, sheet 12. 
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F'jgure (J'5. Section of map jro'm. Kyushu series, 1 :50,000, AMS £772, sheet 13S. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CHINESE MILITARY MAPS 
35. General 
Chinese military maps' are pnblished by the 
Chinese Central Land Survey, part of the Sur-
vey Department of the Chinese General. Staff. 
The Central Land Survey not only conducts 
field surveys, but also establishes cartographic 
standards and directs the activities of its units 
in the various provinces. Despite the efforts of 
this agency, the map series of the various prov-
inces differ. 
! 
I 
36. Military Maps of China 
Chinese General Staff map series are published 
on scales of 1 :100,000, 1 :50,000, 1 :25,000, and 
1 :10,000. (See figs. 70 and 71.) These may be 
encountered in two styles. Maps published be-
fore 1935 are classified old style maps and the 
forms are inconsistent. The sheets were made 
from sources of varying accuracy, and bound-
aries on maps of adjoining provinces often dis-
agree. The new style sheets, published since 
/ 
Index ~ adjoining sheets Sheet name Political sub{viSions 
appearing on map y 
~Date of survey and 'publication Position on index / 
/Publishin9 agency Survey data~ 
L:=========G=r=OP=h=i=c=s=c=a=le=,~====~~~~e=p~re=s=e=nt=a;t~liv.=e=f=r=ac=t~io=n================L=e=ge=~n~d~====~. 
Figw"e 66. Diagram showing position of marginal information on Chinese maps. 
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1:50,000 
SCALE 
1:25,000 
sc Al E 
1:10,000 
seAL E 
100 m 50 m 25 m 
20 m 10 m 5 m 
---------10 m 5 m 
2.5 m 1.25 m 
Figure 67. Contours used on Ch'inese mU1)8. 
1935, follow a more definite form than the older 
maps; they have a military grid and are fairly 
reliable. 
37. Chinese Coordinate Systems 
n. GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES. Geographic co-
ordinates are used by the Chinese on their 
topo\\,raphic maps. The degree system is used 
exclusively. Latitude and longitude are based 
on the Equator and the Greenwich meridian. 
On a few old Chinese maps, longitude is meas-
ured from the meridian of Peking. Old styl~ 
sheets are on a grid without coordinates. New 
style sheets are on a geographic lay-out with 
positions identified. 
b. CHINESE MILITARY GRID. The Chinese mil" 
itilry grid is used on Chinese maps published 
since 1935. A series of latitudinal overlapping 
zones was established. These zones cover 3 0 30' 
of latitude and extend east and west across 
China. The origin of each zone is the inter-
section of the 105 0 meridian and the parallel 
forming its southern limit. The grid on each 
zQne is a metric grid wah a basic interval of 
one kilometer. Grid lines are numbered from 
west to east and from south to north. As on 
maps of other countries, the full numericlll 
value of grid lines is indicated on those lines 
nearest the corners of the map, and abbreviated 
values are found on the remaining lines. 
38. Characteristics of Chinese Military Maps 
a. MARGINAl, INFORMATION. The marginal 
information on Chinese maps is scanty com-
pared to that on the maps of other countries. 
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Figure 66 shows the type and approximate posi-
tion of marginal information on Chinese maps. 
The exact nature and position of the various 
items may vary. 
b. GRAPHIC SCALES. Graphic scales in kilo-
meters an.d in shi l:i are found in the lower mar-
gin of a Chinese map. The kilometer scale is 
usually the upper one. The shi Ii on Chinese 
. General Staff maps is equal to 500 meters. How-
ever, on other maps, this unit may vary in 
length in the different Chinese provinces. Al-
though the metric system was oflicially adopted 
in China, the older Chinese units still may be 
encountered. (See app. 1.) 
c. RELIE~'. Relief is shown on Chinese maps 
by contours, supplemented by shading and spot 
heights. However, vertical data is not consistent 
in all provinces, nor are all elevations neces-
sarily measured from sea level. The elevations 
appearing on maps of anyone province do little 
more than show relative differences in altitude. 
(1) Contour lines. Four types of contour 
lines are found on maps of China. Symbols are 
the same for maps of all scales. However, the 
symbol representing a particular interval on a 
map of one scale represents a different interval 
on a map of another scale. (See fig. 67.) 
(2) An unusual type of shading, combining 
both hachuring and hill shading, is also used on 
Chinese maps to represent topography. It is 
found on contoured maps in many areas having 
steep slopes or rough terrain. (See fig. 68.) 
(3) Spot heights. Spot heights supplement 
other methods of indicating relief. Elevations 
are given in meters. 
39. Chinese Characters 
a. SYSTEM OF WRITING NUMBERS. Chinese 
characters for numbers and r epresentative 
fractions are the same as those of the Japanese 
described in chapter 7. About the eighth cen-
tury, the Chinese system of cha racter s was 
adopted by the Japanese. This explains the sim-
ilarity between the written language of the two 
countries. 
b. DATES. Dates on maps published by the 
Chinese Central Land Survey are calculated 
from the first year of the Chinese Republic 
(Chung Hua Ming Kuo), 1912. To convert a 
Chinese year to our calendar, add 1911 to the 
number of the Chinese year. Thus, Chung Hua 
Ming Kuo 1 is 1912, and Chung Hua Mi ng Kuo 
30 is 1941. Two other eras may be used as 
starting points in converting Chinese dates 
befor e 1912. These a r e the Kuan Tsui Tzi, 1875, 
and Hsuan Tung Tzi, 1908. Dates earlier than 
1875 are ca lculated f rom other eras not listed 
-{ .jL Kuan Tsui Tzi ,~ 1875- 1908 ~L 
-{ .~ J!.. Hsuan Tung Tz i \~ 1908-1912 ,~G 
- l Chung Huo Min g Kuo :---1912-
~ 
'-- ~ 
Figure 68. Section of Ch inese map, 1 :50,000. Note 
method of 1'epresent ing 'rough terrain. 
her e. See figure 69 for characters for the three 
eras and those for year, month, and day. Figure 
69 also shows characters combined to form a 
complete date . 
I'f' 
~ year 
• ~25th Ii jJ year month Chinese -Repu blic ., ..,,-
(1936) f 
ft. 
day tl ~ 
(1 ) (2) (3 ) 
Figure 69. Chinese chamcters representing (1) m'a, (2) year, month, and day, and (3) combination of cha1'acters 
to represent 25th year (1936) of the Chinese repu blic. 
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Table VIII. Glossary of Chinese Map Expressions. 
Authorities 
~~ 
~ ................................ . near! Office, Land Survey, 
General Sta ff 
~ 
}Jl~ 
-f 
~!, 
Jh 
))H 
~ }f ......................... " ...... . Branch Survey Office 
'ir 
Jh 
Key Terms for Identifying M~p Dates 
~ tl······ ............................... . copyright. 
~ort 
~ ~p , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. reprinted 
~ ....................... " ............. . official edition 
11 .... ···· .. ·· .. · .. ·· .... ·· .. · .. ·· .. · .. . surveyed 
· . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .... plloto Ii tllographed 
.. .. .. .. . • . .. • • .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. ... printed 
................................................................. revised 
Directions 
· .................................................................. . north 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. .. . .. • . . . . • .. . • . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. • .. . ... wes t 
· . . . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. eas t 
...................................................... 5outh 
Units of Linear Ke~sure 
· ............................................... kilometer 
· ........................................... ~ ....... meter 
J~ ............................................... centimeter 
~'-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. shi Ii 
J:-.. .................................................... chang 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I"i""r
c 
72. Sccliou of "WI' from Bllrma "ud '['hail.emil ,,,rics , 1 :Zr,:I,J,!,O, ]ll'o,,;sio""i GSGS 1,218, slcee! F-J,7D. 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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CHAPTER 9 
MISCELLANEOUS MILITARY MAPS 
Section I. FAR EAST 
40. Burma, India, and Malaya 
a. Military maps of Burma and India are 
published by the Survey of India. This agency, 
directed by the Surveyor General of India, also 
publishes maps of Tibet, Indo-China, Thailand, 
Iran, Iraq, and Arabia. 
b. Burma and India are adequately covered 
by maps scaled at 1 :253,440, 1 :126,720 (figs. 
72 and 73), and 1 :63,360. Burma is covered by 
an additional series of 1 :25,000 scale. Geo-
graphic coordinates are expressed in degrees, 
and longitude is measured from Greenwich. 
British grids in yards are fomid on most of the 
maps. Relief is shown by contours, hachures, 
and spot elevations. In many areas, particularly 
those mapped at a very early date, the contou)'s 
. are only approximate. Hachures are used on 
many maps. All elevations are given in feet. 
c. Topographic maps of· Malaya are pub-
lished under the direction of the Surveyor Gen-
eral of the Federated Malay States and Straits 
Settlements. These maps are drawn to scales of 
1 :63,360 and 1 :25,000. They have British yard 
grids, and longitude is measured in degrees 
from Greenwich. 
41. French Indo-China 
a. The Ser'vice Gevgmphique de l'Indo-Chine 
(Geographic Service of Indo-China) publishes 
military maps of French Indo-China. The, east 
coastal region and the southern part of the 
country are covered by a 1 :100,000 series of 
maps. (See fig. 74.) Strategic areas are further 
mapped on a scale of 1 :25,000. Geographic co-
ordinates are expressed in the grade (centesi-
mal) system with longitude based on the me-
ridian of Paris. A Lambert grid is used on some 
maps. 
b. British maps of French Indo-China are 
based on the original 1 :100,000 series published 
by the Service Geog1'a-l'hique de l'lndo-Chine. 
Geographic coordinates in degrees and minutes 
supplement the grade system, and a British grid 
is superimposed. 
42. Netherlands Indies 
The original surveying and mapping of the 
Netherlands Indies was done ~)y the TOl'ogra-
jiBChe Dienst. All of Sumatra, Bali, and Java, 
except for the interior, was surveyed trigo-
nometrically; the remainder of the Netherlands 
Indies was mapped from reconnaissance sur-
veys. Hydrographic surveys and systematic 
charting of the waters and coastlines were con-
ducted by the Ajdeeling HydTogmjische "am het 
Ministe,ie "an Dejensie (Hydrographic Divi-
sion of the Defense Ministry) (Netherlands) 
and the British Admiralty. Extensive use of 
aerial photography in mapping was begun in 
19:11, and since then, areas of Borneo, Nether-
lands New Guinea, and the r~rnainder of Su-
matra were mapped from air photos. 
a. MILITARY MAP SERIES OF NETHERLANDS 
INDIES. (1) Types. Six types of maps were pro-
duced by the Dutch in the Netherlands Indies. 
Maps printed before 1916 were usually black 
and white editions, although .some were printed 
in colors. The newer sheets are more detailed 
and accurate and are printed in colors. 
(a) Milita;;'e Kart. The Militai"e Kart (Mil-
itary Maps) have a minimum scale of 1 :50,000 
and, since they were compiled from full surveys, 
are accurate for artillery lire control. (Fig. 75.) 
(b) Topogmjische Kart. TOl'ogr'ajische KaTt 
(Topographic Maps) are compiled from par-
tial surveys and are accurate for all military 
purposes except artillery fire. Minimum scale is 
1 :200,000. 
(c) TOl'ogmjische Schetskaa,·t. TOl'ogra-
jische Schets/ca"Tt (Reconnaissance Topograph-
ic Maps) are compiled from incomplete surveys 
and have a minimum se.ale of 1 :200,000. 
(d) V C1·/cenningskaart. Ve1'iwnnings/caart 
(Reconnaissance Maps) were compiled from 
uncontrolled data with' little or no survey 
material. The scale is generally larger than 
1 :200,000. 
(e) O"erzichts/caoxt. Ove,·zichts/caa,·t (Gen-
eral Maps) and Schetskaa1·t (Reconnaissance 
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Figure 73. Section of ,nap froln [Jw'ma series, 1 :126,720, sheet 92G/SIV. 
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Figure 74. Section of map from Indo-China series, 1 :100 ,000, HIND, sheet 137 (East). 
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Figure 75. Section of map from Java and Madura series, 1 :50,000, G.S.G.S. 1;202, 
sheets 51/ XL III-C and 51 / X LlV- A . 
•• 
• 
• 
Maps) are compiled from topographic maps, 
the latter from less reliable data than the for-
mer. 
(2) R evisions. (a) Types. Three types of re-
vision may be found on maps of the Nether-
lands Indies. 
1. Simple revisions of reprinted maps, such 
as. changes in road classifications. or 
place names, are identified by the Dutch 
word H erd l"uk. 
2. A more extensive revision is identified by 
the term Gewijz'igde H wrdruk. 
3~ A complete revision or entirely new edi-
tion, H er-meten, constitutes the third 
type. 
(b) ' Dates. The date of revision is used by 
the To pograjische Dienst for indicating the date 
of a map wherever possible. If a Dutch map 
contains no ·date of revision in its marginal in-
formation, the date of reproduction may be 
found in the lower left corner. The date of sur-
vey may be found in the center of the upper 
.margin if the first two dates are lacking. 
b. COORDINATE SYSTEMS. (1) Geographic 
coordinates. Geographic coordinates are ex-
pressed in the degree (sexagesimal) system . 
The following prime ' meridians are used by the 
Topografische Dienst: 
Batavia ....... . .. 106 °48'28" E of Greenwich. 
Padang ........... 100 °22'02" E of Greenwich. 
South Sumatra .... 103 °33'28" E of Greenwich. 
Sing-kawang ....... 108 ° 59'41" E of Greenwich. 
. Middle Celebes .... 121 °4.8'28" E of Greenwich. 
(2) Mi~ita.1·Y grid system. The Dutch use 
their own military grid on maps of the Nether-
lands Indies. This grid is a metric grid but exact 
boundaries and details of various zones are un-
known. The grid interval on large-scale maps 
is 1 kilometer. Coordinates are read to the right 
and up. 
c. CHARACTERISTICS. (1) Scales. The most 
commonly used scales for maps of the Nether-
lands Indies are 1 :200,000, 1 :100,000, 1 :50,000, 
1 :40,000, 1 :25,000, and 1 :20,00Q. Other scales 
may be used. 
(2) Relief. Relief on Dutch maps of this area 
is shown by contours and spot heights; eleva-
tions are measured in meters. The contour 
interval is 1/2000 of the denominator of the 
. scale. For example: the contour interval on a 
1 :100,000 map is 50 meters ; on a 1 :50,000 map, 
25 meters. Hill shading is sometimes used to . 
supplement contours and spot heights. 
(3) Sym bols. Symbolization on maps of the 
Netherlands Indies is clear, complete, and de-
tailed. Roads, railroads, types of buildings, cul-
tivated ·areas, and other works of man are clas-
sified in detail. Color is used to indicate native 
settlements and inhabited areas. However, the 
same color is often used to indicate a wooded 
area. A list of abbreviations used on the map 
may be found in the legend. A series of notes , 
Toelich t'ingen, providing information pertinent 
to survey data , boundaries, and communications 
not found elsewhere on the map are also in-
cluded in the legend. 
d. UNITED STATES MAPS. United States maps 
of the Netherlands Indies were reproduced from 
the Dutch originals. ' Colored and black and 
white halftone reprints were made, and some 
sheets were compiled. Original Dutch symboli-
zation is retained with only a few minor modi-
fications. British grids are used for most of the 
Netherlands Indies. The United States yard 
grid, NEI equatorial zone, replaces the British 
grids in the !lorthern part of this area. This 
grid uses 5QO,000-, 100,000.:., and 1,000-yard 
squares similar to British yard grids and coor-
dinates 'are written ~sing the British method. 
Section II. WESTERN EUROPE 
43. Spain 
The military maps of Spain are published by 
the Instituto Geograjico y Estadistico (Geo-
graphical and Statistical Institute). The prin-
cipal map series are drawn to scales of 1 :200,-
000, 1 :100,000, and 1 :50,000, although 1 :25,000 
sheets are available for some areas. Geographic 
coordinates are expressed in both degrees and 
grades with longitude based on the meridian of 
Madrid. A kilometric grid system patterned 
after the French Lambert grid is found on 
Spanish maps. Graphic scales, contours, and 
spot heights are measured in meters. Spanish 
maps are inferior to those of other ' countries 
in Western Europe. Roads and outlines of 
wooded areas are often inaccurate. Many large 
scale sheets give little ·detail. 
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44. Belgium 
n. MILITAI(Y MAPS OF BgLGIUM. Belgian mil-
itary map" are published by the Institut Cn,·to-
graphique M-ilitnire (II et Militnir Cnrtografisch. 
Institut) (The Military CartogTaphic In"ti-
tute). The principal map series are drawn to 
scales of 1 :20,000,1 :40,000, and 1 :100,000. The 
basic 1 :20,000 series is printed in color and 
consi"t" of 446 "heets. The "heets were pre-
pared between lUB3 and 1939 and arc clear and 
accurate. The 1 :40,000 series is produced in 
black and white and also in color. The 1 :100,000 
series was prepared from the 1 :40,000 series. 
It is clear, detailed, and printed in color. Bel-
gium is also covered by 1 :200,000 road maps 
published by the TOl.wing Club de Belgique. 
b. COOlUHNATg SYSTgMS, (1) Geogrnphic co-
ordinates. Geographic coordinates on Belgian 
maps, like those on French m~ps, arc expressed 
in grades. Longitude is measured from the me-
ridian of Brussels. Ticks showing geographic 
coordinates in the degree system arc sometimes 
added. 
(2) Milita'I'1I grid. A Bonne military grid is 
found on Belgian maps. The gTid is usually 
printed in orange at I-kilometer intervals. The 
numerical values of grid lines are printed in the 
margin in figures of uniform size. The method 
of giving grid references follows the French 
practice. 
c. ClIARACTlmISTICs. Relief is shown by con-
tours and spot elevations. The contour interval 
on the 1 :20,000 and 1 :40,000 sheets is 5 meters. 
Elevations arc measured from the mean low 
watermark of spring tides at Ostende. Spot 
elevations arc given in meters. Belgian maps 
contain complete legends of conventional signs 
with clear symhols. Belgian maps are among' 
the finest and most accurate in Europe. A study 
of captured German maps reveals the Germans 
reproduced the Belgian originals changing only 
the marginal information into German. 
45. Holland 
n. MILITARY MAPS OF BOLLAND. Military 
maps of Holland are published by the Topogm-
tische Dienst (Topographic Service). A modern 
1 :25,000 series was begun in 1904 and com-
pleted in 1934. A 1 :50,000 series based on the 
1 :25,000 was also prepared during these years. 
In 1934, the Dutch began a new 1 :25,000 series 
similar to the older series but along different 
sheet lines. This series also was the basis for a 
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I :50,000 series. A I :200,000 series also covers 
the entire country. 
b. COOIWINATJ<: SYSTEMS. (1) Geogmphic co-
GI.'dinates. Geographic coordinates are ex-
pressed in degrees with longitude based on the 
meridian of Amsterdam. 
(2) Mili/;!L""Y grids. Two military grids, the 
Bonne and stereographic, are found on the 
maps of Holland. 
«(I.) Bonne. Older sheets are gridded with 
I-kilometer squares based ou the Bonne grid. 
On the early 1 :50,000 sheets, these squares are 
numbered from 0 to 40 from west to east, and 
from 50 to 75 from south to north. References 
arc given by sheet number·and square number. 
(b) Stereographic. Recent Dutch maps carry 
a Dutch stereographie grid printed in black. 
Grid lines are at I-kilometer intervals and are 
given full kilometric values in uniform figures 
printed in red or brown. References are read to 
the right and up. 
c. CHARACTERISTICS. Dutch military maps 
conform to the highest standards of caJ·tog-
raphy. They have as much detail as German 
maps, yet they are as clear as the newest French 
and Belgian maps. Relief is shown by contour;; 
and spot heights in meters. The basic contour 
interval is 5 meters with every other line accen-
tuated. Bachures indicate small rises in the 
terrain. Hailroads, dirt roads, dikes, and other 
works of man are shown in black; cities and 
main roads, in ,red; water, in blue; sand, in 
yellow; waste land (heath) in light brown; 
and forests, in' green. 
Section III. CENTRAL EUROPE 
46. Hungary 
a. MILITARY MAPS OF HUNGARY. Hungarian 
military maps are published by the M Kir 
Allami Terkepeszet (Royal Hungarian Carto" 
graphic Institute). The principal map series 
are drawn .to the scales of 1 :200,000, 1 :75,000 
and 1 :25,000. The first two series are based on' 
revised editions of the old Austrian General 
Staff maps of the same scales. There are three 
types of 1 :25,000 maps: first, those based on 
old Austrian survey sheets; second, on corrected 
and redrawn Austrian survey sheets; and third, 
on new Hungarian surveys. Sheets belonging to 
the first group are out-of-date and inaccurate. 
Sheets of the second group are better but are 
not exact. Sheets of the third group are up-to-
date and accurate enough to meet all require-
ment~ of modern artillery maps. 
b. COOlWINATlc SYSTEMS. (1) Geogr·a.phic co-
o1'diua,tes. Geographic coordinates are ex-
pressed in degrees. Older sheets measure longi-
tude' from Ferro, while newer sheets measure 
longitude from Greenwich. Some sheets show 
longitude from both meridians. 
(2) Milito·)'11 g,.id. A kilometric Hungarian 
stereographic grid is found on most sheets. 
Grid lines on some old maps are numbered from 
the true origin, and negative values sometimes 
occur. Therefore, grid references must be meas-
ured from the corner of the square nearest the 
origin of the zone. This system of numbering 
grids is now obsolete. On the latest maps false 
coordinates are assigned to the origin, thus 
giving positive values for all grid lines, and 
grid references are read to the right and up. 
c. CHARACTERISTICS. Contours are the prin-
cipal method of showing relief although many 
1 :200,000 and 1 :75,000 sheets use hachures. 
Spot heights are based on the Adriatic Sea and 
altitudes are given in meters. Place names on 
maps of various series may differ. 
47. Poland 
a. MILITARY MAPS OF POLAND. Polish maps 
are published by the Military Geographic Insti-
tute (Wo.is/cowy Instytut GeogJ·a.jiczny). The 
principal map series are drawn to the scale of 
1 :300,000, 1 :100,000, 1 :50,000, and 1 :25,000. 
Polish maps are similar to German maps. 
b. COORDINATE SYSTEMS. (1) Geo,qmphic co-
ordinate8. Geographic coordinates on modern 
Polish maps are read in degrees, and longitude 
is measured from Greenwich. However, a few 
older sheets use the meridian of Ferro. 
(2) Milita?'!! grid. A military grid is found 
on most sheets. The grid interval on 1 :100,000 
maps is 2 kilometers. Two-digit numbers on 
alternate grid lines give grid distances in units 
and tens of kilometers. Grid lines nearest the 
sheet corners have an additional digit in smaller 
type giving grid distances in hundreds of kilo-
meters. Maps of 1 :25,000 scale contain grid 
Enes at I-kilometer intervals. All grid coordi-
nates are read to the right and up. 
c. CHAItACTERISTICS. Scales are graduated in 
meters and strides (/c,·olei). The latter is equal 
to 80 centimeters, the same as the German 
Sch,.itt. Grid declinations are shown both in de-
grees and in mils., Conventional signs used on 
Polish maps are similar to conventional signs 
used on German maps of 1 :25,000 scale. 
48. Czechoslovakia 
G .. MU,ITARY MAPS OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 
Czechoslovakian military maps are published 
by the Military Geographical Institute (Vo.ien-
slceno Zmnepiseho Ustavav). The principal map 
series are drawn to scales of· 1 :200,000, 1 :75,-
000, and 1 :25,000, the last two being moderniza-
tions of Austrian General Staff series. 
b. COOIWINATE SYSTEMS. (1) Geogmphic co-
m·dinates. Geographic coordinates are ex-
pressed in degrees. The prime meridian used 
on modern maps is that of Greenwich. 
(2) Military grid. A kilometric grid system 
with a basic 1,000-meter grid interval is used. 
Unlike other grid systems, the numerical value 
of grid lines increases to the west and to the 
south. The grid lines nearest the sheet corners 
are numbered with their full grid distances. 
Other grid lines have two-digit numbers giving 
grid distances in units and tens of kilometers. 
In giving a short grid reference only the latter 
two digits are used, but all grid references are 
preceded by the sheet number. For example, 
the grid reference (to the nearest 100 meters) 
of a point whose full coordinates are 624.5 west 
and 718.5 kilometers south, which falls on sheet 
920, would be: sheet 920, 245185. If a fuller 
grid reference is needed, the figures denoting 
grid distances in hundreds of kilometers are 
used, but the sheet number is omitted. In this 
case, the grid reference of the same point would 
be: 62457185. 
c. CHARACTERISTICS. Graphic scale in le"ok" 
(strides) and metric units appear in the mar-
gins. Relief is shown by contours at metric in-
tervals, supplemented by spot heights on large-
scale maps; hachuring is used on the 1 :200,000 
series. 
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Section IV. SCANDINAVIA 
49. Denmark 
a. MILITARY MAPS OF DE:NMARK. The mili-
tary map" of Denmark are publi"hed by 'the 
Generalstabens To]!oum/is/ce Afde1inu (Topo-· 
graphic Section of the General Staff) on scalc" 
of 1 :200,000, 1 :100,000, 1 :40,000, andl :20,000. 
Tactical shect~ are similar to large-scale map~ 
of Germany in symbols, contours, and general 
appearance. 
b. COOlWINATE: SYSn:MS. (1) GeoUHLlihic co-
ordinates. GeogTaphic coordinates are ex-
pressed in degrees, with longitude memmred 
from the prime meridian of Copenhagen. 
(2) Mait,c,.}! urid. A kilometric grid "ystem 
is used. The area of Denmark is divided into 
50-kilometer squares which are numbered. Ij~ach 
50-kilometer square i" "ubdivided into twenty-
five 10-kilometer "quares which are lettered. 
Each 10-kilomcter square is subdivided into 100 
1-kilometer squares which are numbered. The 
1-kilometer squares are subdivided into tenths 
to the right and up from the southwest corner. 
A point is located by referring to-
(a) Number of the 50-kilometer square. 
(b) Letter of the lO-kilometer square. 
(c) Number of the 1-kilometer square. 
(el) Number of tenths to the right and up 
within the 1-kilometer square. 
c. CHARACTE:RlSl'ICS. Graphic scales are in 
meters. An adequate legend, a list of abbrevia-
tions, and a diagram explaining both land and 
underwater contours are found in the margin .. 
50. Norway 
Norwegian military maps are published by the 
Norues GeoU"a/is/ce OpnwUng '(Norway's Geo-
graphical Survey) on scales of 1 :400,000, 
1 :200,000, 1 :100,000, 1 :50,000 and 1 :25,000. 
The 1 :100,000 and 1 :50,000 series together 
cover the entire kingdom except for extremely 
mountainous areas. The 1 :2'5,000 series consists 
of isolated sheets of urban and strategic areas. 
Geographic coordinates are expressed in de-
grees with longitude based on Oslo. The me-
ridian of Ii'erro is sometimes used on old sheets. 
A kilometric grid is found on sotne sheets. Con-
tours, supplemented by hill shading and spot 
elevations, are used to show relief. The contour 
interval on the 1 :100,000 series is 30 meters 
with every fifth line accentuated. Graphic scales 
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arc· in kilometers, N ol'wegian miles, and geo-
graphic miles. 
51. Sweden 
Swedish military maps are published by the 
Generolstaliens Lito!l'l'a/iska Anstall (The Litho-
g-raphic Institute of the General Staff). The 
principal map series are drawn to scales of 
1 :400,000,1 :200,000, and 1 :100,000. Geograph-
ic coordinates arc expressed in degrees. Longi-
tude, is usually measured from the meridian oJ 
Stockholm, although it is sometimes mea"ured 
from Greenwich. A kilometric grid is used. Con-
tours, hachures, cliff symbols, and spot height" 
are often used on the same sheet to show relief. 
Graphic scale.':) are subdivided into kilometers 
and Swedish miles. 
Section V. BALKANS 
52. General 
Many of the older Balkan military maps are 
reproduced or are based on World War I Au,-
trian General Staff mapH. Modern mapg show 
French influence in style and in geographic 
coordinates. The U. S. Army Map Service pre-
pared colored maps of the Balkans and Eastern 
Europe. These maps are contoured and contain 
metric grids. Greece, Poland, and the Middle 
Danube area are each covered by a 1 :100,000 
series. Bulgaria is mapped to scales of 1 : 126,000 
and 1 :40,000; Yugoslavia, to 1 :50,000; and 
guropean Turkey, to 1 :25,000. 
53. Yug.oslavia 
a. MILITARY MAP'S m' YUGOSLAVIA. Yugo-
slavian maps are prepared by the Vojn£ Geo-
urn/ski Institut Kmljevine JU{foslcwije. The 
principal map series is drawn to the scale of 
1 :100,000, publi'hed both in Roman and Cyril-
lic script. Maps to the scales of 1 :50,000 and 
1 :25,000 were prepared from the 1 :100,0()() 
series. (See fig. 76.) Other maps to the scales 
of 1 :75,000 and 1 :200,000 were produced. Other 
European countries base their maps of Yugo-
slavia on the 1 :100,000 series. 
b. COORDINATE: SYSTEMS. Geographic cooreli-
nates are expressed in degrees with longitude 
measured from either Greenwich or Paris. A 
kilometric military grid, similar to the German 
Gauss-Kriiuer grid is used. 
Figu1"e 76. S ection of map from Yugosla via series, 1 :100,000 C .S.C.S. 4396, sheet 79 . 
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c. CHARACTERISTICS. Relief is shown by con-
tours, spot heights, and hill shading. Contours 
on large Yugoslavian maps are similar to those 
on German tactical maps. Spot heights arc 
given in meters. The 1 :25,000 and 1 :50,000 
maps were published in five colors; detail in I 
lJlack, roads in red, water in blue, forests in 
green, and contours in brown. 
54. Rumania 
". MILITARY MAl'S 01' RUMANIA. The military 
maps of Rumania are published by the Insti-
tutul GeOIJ,·a.jic al Annate'; (The Army Geo-
graphic Institute). The principal map series 
are drawn to scales of 1 :200,000, 1 :100,000, 
1 :75,000, 1 :50,000, and 1 :20,000. The data 
from which these maps are prepared varies. 
Some maps are made from Austrian surveys; 
others, from Russian or Rumanian surveys. In 
general, Rumanian maps arc below normal 
European cartography standards. 
b. COOlWINA'rg SYSTEMS. The degree system 
is used to express geographic coordinates. 
Longitude is measured from Pads and Green-
wich. Graticules indicated along sheet lines on 
Rumanian maps are not always accurate. The 
military grid is known as the Rumanian Lam-
bert grid. Areas are divided into 5-kilometer 
gquares, and each square is marked and num-
bered in the margin. Each 5-kilometer square 
is divided into· I-kilometer squares. These 
squares are referred to by two letters in the 
margins of the map. The letters are used in 
combination with the 5-kilometer grid numbers 
to deRignate' areas. Point grid references are 
read to the right and up, using numerical co-
ordinates only. 
c. CHARACTERISTICS. Contours and spot 
heights measured in meters from the harbor 
level of Constanza are used to show relief on 
large-scale tactical sheets. Hachures are some-
times used on 1 :75,000 sheets. Place names on 
Rumanian maps sometimes vary with different 
seriot). 
55. Bulgaria 
n. MILITARY MAPS 01' BULGARIA. The mili-
tary maps of Bulgaria are published by the 
J(nTto!Jmjishcs/c'i Institu.te (Cartographic Insti-
tute). J<;arly Bulgarian maps were based on an 
old Russian survey. These were scaled at 
1 :210,000, 1 :126,000 and 1 :42,000. A map se-
ries to the scale of 1 :40,000, the Re"mbulierte 
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](artc, was prepared from the earlier maps. 
New 1 :100,000,1 :50,000, and 1 :25,000 maps of 
Bulgaria are based on lTIOre recent surveys and 
methods. 
I). COOIWINATE SYSTEMS. Geographic coordi-
nates are expressed in degrees. Longitude is 
measured from the meridian of Greenwich on 
the new maps. Older maps use the meridian of 
Paris or Pulkovo. The military grid on modern 
Bulg'arian maps is almost identical to the Ger-
man Ga,U88-K,dlgc'l' grid. The basic grid interval 
is 1 kilometer. 
c. CHARACn~RISTlcS. Relief is shown princi-
pally by contours. Contour intervals on modern 
maps are measured in meten;; those on older 
sheets based on the Russian survey are some-
times measured in sazhcni. The Cyrillic alpha-
bet is used on most Bulgarian maps. 
56. Greece 
". MILITARY MAPS OF GREECK Greek military 
maps are published by the J(wrto!Jmjie" Hypc-
,'csi" Stmtoy (The Institute of Strategic Car-
tography). The principal map series is the 
1:100,000 General Staff map, covering the en-
tire country. Other series to the scales of 1 :50,-
000 and 1 :25,000 cover parts of the Greek· 
mainland, Crete, and the various islands of the 
Aegean. Maps of the Greek mainland are more 
reliable than those of the Aegean islands. The 
former are made from accurate survey while 
the latter were prepared in rough diagrammatic 
form or from naval charts. British and German 
ll)aps of these islands were corrected and con-
toured from air photographs. 
Ii. COOIWINATE S.YSTEMS. GeogTaphic coordi-
nates are shown in degrees with longitude 
measured from the meridian of Athens. The 
country is divided into a number of grid zones. 
Each zone has an origin located along the me-
ridian of Athens at the intersection of a prin-
cipal parallel within each zone. Grid distances 
and intervals are measured in meters. 
c. CHARACTERISTICS. Relief is shown by con-
tours and the Greek alphabet is used on all 
maps. 
57. Turkey 
". MILITARY MAPS 01" TURKEY. Turkish mili-
tary maps are published by the II "rt" Genel 
Ui1·c/ctiirWgii. The three principal map series 
are to the scales of 1 :200,000, 1 :50,000, and 
1 :25,000. The 1 :200,000 series covers the en-
tire country. Other countries base maps of 
Turkey on this series. The 1 :50,000 series 
covers the Dardanelles area. The 1 :25,000 series 
covers all of European Turkey. 
b. COORDINATE SYSTEMS. Geographic coordi-
nates are expressed in degrees. The prime me-
ridian on some of the modern editions is Green-
wich, although most sheets measure longitude 
from Istanbul. A Turkish Bonne grid with 
basic I-kilometer grid intervals is used on maps 
of Turkey. 
c. CHARACTERISTICS. Relief is shown by con-
tours and by a few spot heights. Most sheets 
are printed in Arabic script, but some of the 
most recent editions use the modern romanized 
Turkish alphabet. 
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APPENDIX I 
REFERENCE DATA 
N 
5 
F-ignre 77. Diagra'm showing relationsh-ip of degrees, grades, mils clockwise, 
and 'mils counterclockwise. 
E 
Table IX. Foreign units of linear Measure, 
a. Table of equivalent units of lengt.h. 
Mile Yel Ft, In. Km M em 
.... ~-.-.. -.--.-~.-... -.. -----.--~~---.-
Mile .•............... l.OOfXL ............•.•....••. 1760.0000 5280.0000 0:1,360.0000 
Yel ............................................. . l.OOOO 3.0fXJO a(UXIOO 
Ft _____ .. _______ .. ____ ~ ____ . _____________________ _ 
.3333 l.OOOO 12.0000 
In. _________ _ 
.0277 .0833 UXIOO 
Km _ .. ________________ .H214 ____________ . _______ _ 1093.6112 3280.8a:m 39,:l70.00:12 
M ..•.. . ............... . l.0936 3.2808 :1!I.:l700 
.0109 .Oa28 .:1!137 
b, Metric system of linear tneasw'c (with equivalents in gnglish system). 
1 millimeiel' __ 
10 millimet'(~I'f;' 
10 eent.imet,(~n·L 
10 deeimet.en:i 
10 met,(wH' ____ _ 
_______________ (U etmt.imeh~I' 
________________ .. 1.0 etmt.imel~~1 
___________ .. _ .. __ ~ 1.0 deeimetci 
_______ .. ____ ........ _____ 1.0 mete)· __ 
__ .... _______ .. _________ 1.0 dekarnet-er .. 
1.GOO3 
l.OOOO 
.(KIlO 
1009.3490 ~-~--- .. ---
.9144 91A4 
.3018 30.48 
'()254 2.54 
UXIO . rxlOO 100, OfXI. 00 
l.OOO() ](KI.OO 
.OJ 00 l.OO 
_ . O.O:3n:~ ineh. 
0.3937 ineh. 
3.U37 inelwH. 
:!iJ.:17 
:12.81 
10 dduunel~~rH 
10 Iwet.omeh~I·H_ 
_ __ 1.0 Iwdomel~~r. 
___ . __ .. 1.0 kiIOlIwl~~r_ 
. .......... :128.1 
ineiH'H. 
fet~t. 
fed. 
mile. 
miles. 10 kilomet.ers _____ . . ___ ., _1.0 Illyriarnetm'_ 
c. Ja,pwnese syst-wm of linear measure (with equivalents in metric and English syst.ems). 
10 rln 
10 bu 
10 BUlL ____ _ 
() shaktL __ 
10 Bhaku 
no keEL .. 
36 <:ho .. __ _ 
1 rjn ... _ .. ___ .. _______ ~ 
_0.303 millimel~~r. 
_3.03 millimeters 
_ a.03 {:cnl,imeterH 
30.:~ (~mltime{,eI'B 
... 1 bu 
..... _ .. ___ ..... l'sun~_ 
_lslmku __ 
_1 ken~ __ _ 
_ I jo ___ _ 
_Ieho __ 
_1 ri_ 
_ ........ 1.82 meter.'; 
_3.03 meters 
_ IOU.O mders 
___ ~_ .. ~ ___ · __ 3.H3 kilolllet.t~rs. ______ _ 
d. Chinese syst-em of linea1' measure (with equivalents in metric and English systems). 
__0.(j2 
. ..... _____ ... n.21 
.0.012 indio 
. _ ........ 0.12 ilwh . 
1.2 indws. 
O.9U4 fool. 
__ I.un 
.. ~.~.:l.31 
.119.0 
... 2.44 
yard.'i. 
YRnk 
YIl)'(i.'i. 
mileB. 
1 htHL. ~ _________________ .. _____ 0.032 millimeter' _______________ JI.0012 inth. 
10 hOll.._. . ..... ________ lli________ __ .. 0.32 millimeter .... ___ .. _ .. _(UH25 ineh. 
10 II. _1 felll-!; _ _ _ .. 3.2 millimet,(~rs __ _ _____ .. _ .. ___ .. 0.1259 illdl. 
10 fell~ _1 ehulL ______ .. ____ _ .. _a.2 eenl,imet.(~rs __ 
lOehuII_ __I ehi_ ____________ 32.0 een\'imeL(~rH 
lOehi _____ . _________________ 1 ehallg. _________ .. ___ 3.2 me{,(~l'.'i. 
180 eha-ng ___________ .. _______ ._1 shi li,, ______________ .. _ .. ___ ~57H.0 met.erB" .. _ 
Nolf'. When length of shi Ii ditlen; from that ~h()wll awve, al1 otl1<:r ullits change corn·sp-olldingly. 
(As used on Chinese general staff maps). 
1 dUl.llg ____ .. _ . _ .. ______________ _ 3.:l33 m(~t~'I'B 
150 ehang _______ .... _ .. __ . ____ .... __ 1 Hhi li_ ._ .. _ .. ___________ 500.0 nwtel's 
e. Russin1/. system of linear measure (with equival~nts in metric and Eng'lish systems). 
1 dllinL ___ ~ _______ _ 
12 duimB .. ____ _ 
_1 fout-e_ 
7 fOllIN'-_ ...... _ 
_ 1 sll--"i1.hen. 
500 sllszhen .. _. _______ . ____ I vel'Hk __ _ 
7 vcrsl,'3 _______ _ 
_1 llIi1Y1L_ 
f. Equivalent un-its of a'ngular measure. 
. 2.54 cent.imeterH. 
_ _30.48 ecnt.imel.erH. 
__2.133n Illt~t~~I'S._ .. _ 
. _ . __ 1.O()() kilomel.erH 
.7 AH7 kilonwt,(~rl-:i. 
1 miL ___________ .. ___ ~ _______ ~. __ 1/6400 cireie __ .. ____ .. _ .. _ .. ___ ~ ~_0.()16() dcgree~ ___ .. _______ _ 
1 gradc _________________________ 1/400 cil'c1e_. ._ .... ___ .. ____ 16.0 mils____ _ ____ .. __ _ 
1 degrce_~ .. ______ .. ____ " __ ~ __ ~ ___ 1/360 cil'e1e_ ... ___ .. _ ... _____ ~ ____ 17.8 m.ils ______ .... ______ _ 
.. ___ .. I.25H irwhes. 
_ .. ____ .. _12.5\) 
___ . _ .. _WAH 
_ _188H.28 
inehes. 
feel,. 
feet. 
. 10.\)35 ft~el .. 
__ .. ___ 1 ()40.5 feel .. 
.. ...... 1.0 ineh . 
_12.0 inelles. 
_ __ 7,0 [('eL 
__ O.titi3 miles. 
_ _ 4.n4 miles. 
_____ {).()185 gmdt!. 
"H/IO (tel,!;l'ce. 
_ ____ .. 10/9 grades. 
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Table X. Grades to degrees, 'minutes, and seconds. 
(In converting the decimal system of grades to the sexagesimal system of degrees, minutes, and seconds (first 8 columns), the seconds column is 
omitted. Thus 101 grades = 90° 54' (or 90° 54' 00').) 
Grades 0 I 
1 o 54 
2 1 48 
3 2 42 
4 3 36 
5 4 30 
6 5 24 
7 6 18 
8 7 12 
9 8 06 
10 9 00 
II 9 54 
12 10 48 
13 II 42 
14 12 36 
15 13 30 
16 14 24 
17 15 18 
18 16 12 
19 17 06 
20 18 00 
21 18 54 
22 19 48 
23 20 42 
24 21 36 
25 22 30 
26 23 24 
27 24 18 
28 25 12 
29 26 06 
30 27 00 
I jGradeS <> 
, Ii I I Grades 0 I Grades <> , Grades 0 I Grades 0 , IGradeS 0 I Grades <> I iiGrade , " Grade , " iGrade 
i: , 
Ii 
1 
I 51 45 54 101 90 54 151 135 54 201 180 54 251 225 54 301 270 54 351 315 54 1 0 .01 o 32.4 0.51 27 32.4 
52 46 48 102 91 48 152 136 48 202 181 48 252 226 48 302 271 48 352 316 48 i 0.02 1 04.8 0.52 28 04.8 
53 47 42 103 92 42 153 137 42 203 182 42 253 227 42 303 272 42 353 317 42 i 0.03 1 37.2 0.53 28 37.2 
54 48 36 104 93 36 154 138 36 204 183 36 254 228 36 304 273 36 354 318 36 1 0 .04 2 09.6 0.54 29 09.6 55 49 30 105 94 30 155 139 30 205 184 30 255 229 30 305 274 30 355 319 30 10.05 2 42.0 0.55 29 42.0 
56 50 24 106 95 24 156 140 24 206 185 24 256 230 24 306 275 24 356 320 24 ! 0.06 3 14.4 0.56 30 11.4 
57 51 18 107 96 18 157 141 18 207 186 18 257 231 18 307 276 18 357 321 18 i 0,07 3 46.8 0.57 30 46.8 
58 52 12 108 97 12 158 142 12 208 187 12 258 232 12 308 277 12 358 322 12 i 0.08 4 19.2 0.58 31 19.2 
59 53 06 109 98 06 159 143 06 209 188 06 259 233 06 309 278 06 359 323 06 10.09 4 51.6 0.59 31 51.6 
60 54 00 110 99 00 160 144 00 210 189 00 260 234 00 310 279 00 360 324 00 I' 0.10 5 24.0 0.60 32 24.0 
61 54 54 III 99 54 161 144 54 211 189 54 261 234 54 5 56.4 0.61 32 56.4 3ll 279 54 361 324 54 i O.ll 
62 55 48 ll2 100 48 162 145 48 212 190 48 262 235 48 312 280 48 I 362 325 48 I 0.12 6 28.8 0.62 33 28.8 I 
63 56 42 ll3 101 421163 146 42 213 191 42 263 236 42 313 281 42 1 363 326 42 0.13 7 01.2 0.63 34 01 .. 21 
64 57 36 ll4 102 36 164 147 36 214 192 36 264 237 36 314 282 36 I 364 327 36 0.14 7 33.6 0.64 34 33.6 I 
65 58 30 llo 103 30 165 148 30 215 193 30 265 238 30 315 2~ 30 365 328 30 0.15 8 06.0 0.65 35 06.0 I 66 59 24 ll6 104 24 166 149 24 216 194 24 266 239 24 316 284 24 366 329 24 0.16 8 38.4 0.66 35 38.41 67 60 18 ll7 105 18 167 150 18 217 195 18 267 240 18 317 285 18 367 330 18 0.17 9 10.8 0.67 36 10.8 
68 61 12 ll8 106 12 168 151 12 218 196 12 268 241 12 318 286 12 368 331 12 0.18 9 43.2 068 36 43.2 Ii 69 62 06 ll9 107 06 169 152 06 219 197 06. 269 242 06 319 287 06 369 332 06 0.19 10 15.6 0.69 37 15.6 i 
70 63 00 120 108 00 170 153 00 220 198 00 270 243 00 320 288 00 370 333 00 0.20 10 48.0 0.70 37 48.0 i 
I 
it 63 54 121 108 54 171 153 54 221 198 54 ·271 243 54 321 288 54 371 333 54 0.21 11 20.4 0.71 38 20.4 I 
72 64 48 122 109 48 172 154 48 222 199 48 2i2 244 48 322 289 48 372 334 48 0.22 II 52.8 0.72 38 52.8 i 
is 65 42 123 110 42 173 155 42 223 200 42 273 245 42 323 290·42 373 335 42 0.23 12 25.2 0.73 39 25.2, 
74 66 36 124 III 36 174 156 36 224 201 36 274 246 36 324 291 36 374 336 36 0.24 12 57.6 0.74 39 57.6 ' 
75 67 30 125 ll2 30 175 157 30 225 202 30 275 247 30 325 292 30 375 337 30 0.25 13 30.0 0.75 40 30.0 
76 68 24 126 113 24 176 158 24 226 203 24 276 248 24 326 293 24 376 338 24 0.26 14 02.4 0.76 41 02.4 
77 69 18 127 114 18 177 159 18 227 204 18 277 249 18 327 294 18 377 339 18 0.27 14 34.8 0.77 41 34.8 
78 70 12 128 ll5 12 178 160 12 228 205 12 278 250 12 328 295 12 378 340 .12 0.28 15 07.2 0.78 42 07.2 
79 71 06 129 ll6 06 179 161 06 229 206 06 ,279 251 06 329 296 06 379 341 06 0.29 15 39.6 0.79 42 39.6 
80 72 00 130 117 00 180 162 00 230 207 00 I 280 252 00 330 297 00 380 342 60 0.30 16 12.0.0.80 43 12.0 
" 
o 
4 
,g 
2 
6 
o 
14 
8 
2 
6 
'0 
4 
,g 
2 
6 
o 
00 
C<O 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
27 54 
28 48 
29 42 
30 36 
31 30 
32 24 
33 18 
34 12 
35 06 
36 00 
36 54 
37 48 
38 42 
39 36 
40 30 
41 24 
42 18 
43 12 
44 06 
45 00 
81 72 54 i 131 117 541181 162 54 i 231 207 54 281 252 54 1331 297 54 381 342 54 'I 0~31 16 44.4 0.81 43 44.4 II 82 73 481132 118 48 182 163 48 I 232 208 48 282 253 48 332 298 48 382 343 48 0.32 17 16.8 0.82 44 16.8 I 
83 74 42 133 119 42 1183 164 42 233 209 42 283 254 42 333 299 42 383 344 42 0.33 17 49.2 0.83 44 49.2 il 84 75 36 134 120 36 1184 165 36 234 210 36 284 255 36 334 300 36 384 345 36 ! 0.34 18 21.6 0.84 45 21.611 85 76 30 I 135 121 30 185 166 30 23.5 211 30 285 256 30 335 301 30 385 346 30 10.35 18 54.0 0.85 45 54.0 
86 i7 24 I 136 122 24 186 167 24 236 212 24 286 257 24 336 302 24 386 347 24 10.36 19 26.4 0.86 46 26.4 
87 78 18 137 123 18 187 168 18 237 213 IS 287 258 18 337 303 18 387 348 18 10.37 19 58.8 0.87 46 58.8 il 88 79 12 138 124 12 188 169 12 . 238 214 12 288 259 12 338 304 12 388 349 12 i 0.38 20 31.2 0.88 47 31.2 i. 89 80 06 139 125 06 189 170 06 239 215 06 289 260 06 339 305 06 389 350 06 10.39 21 03.6 0.89 48 03.6 Ii 90 81 00,140 126 00 190 171 00 240 216 00 290 261 00 340 306 00 390 351 00 i 0.40 21 36.0 0.90 48 36.01/ 
I! 91 81 54 141 126 54 191 171 54 241 216 54 291 261 54 341 306 54 391 351 54 0.41 22 08.4 !i 0.91 49 08.4" 92 82 48 142 127 48 192 172 48 242 217 48 292 262 48 342 307 48 392 352 48 0.42 22 40.8 0.92 49 40.811 93 83 42 a3 128 42 193 173 42 243 218 42 293 263 ·12 343 308 42 393 353 42 0.43 23 13.2 0.93 50 13.2
1
, 94 84 36 144 129 36 194 174 36 244 219 36 294 264 36 344 309 36 394 354 36 0.44 23 45.6 0.94 50 45.6 I 95 85 30 145 130 30 195 175 30 245 220 30 295 265 30 345 310 30 395 355 30 0.45 24 18.0 0.95 51 18.0 96 86 24 146 131 24 196 176 24 246 221 24 296 266 24 346 311 24 396 356 24 0.46 24 50.4 0.96 51 50.41 97 87 18 147 132 18 197 177 18 247 222 18 297 267 18 347 312 18 397 357 18 0.47 25 22.8 0.97 52 22.8 I 98 88 12 148 133 12 198 178 12 248 223 12 298 268 12 348 313 12 398 358 12 0.48 25 55.2 098 52 55.2 i 99 89 06 149 134 06 199 179 06 249 224 06 299 269 06 349 314 06 399 359 06 0.49 26 27.610.99 53 27.6 i 
100 90 00 150 135 00 i 200 180 00 250 225 00 300 270 00 350 315 00 400 360 00 0.50 27 00.011.00 54 00.0 i 
I I 
00 
'"" 
Table Xl. Degrees, minutes, and seconds to grades. 
(In the French notation, the following equivalent expressions al'e used: 9G.6285 = 9 grades, 62 centrigTades, and 85 decimilligrades 
62 minutes centesimales, and 85 seconds centesimales = 9G62' 85".) 
9 grades, 
Degrees Grades 
1 1.111111 
2 2.222222 
3 3.333333 
4 4.444444 
5 5.555556 
6 6.666667 
7 7.777778 
8 8888889 
9 10000000 
10 11.111111 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
12.222222 
13 333333 
14.444444 
15.555556 
16.666667 
17.777778 
18.888889 
20.000000 
21.111111 
22.222222 
23.333333 
24.444444 
25.555556 
26.666667 
27.777778 
28.888889 
30.000000 
31.111111 
32.222222 
33.333333 
Degrees Grades Degrees Grades Degrees Grades Degrees Grades Degrees Grades 
61 67.777778 
62 68. 888889 
63 70.000000 
64 71.111111 
65 72. 222222 
66 73 . 333333 
67 74.444444 
68 75.555556 
69 76.666667 
121 134.444444 
122 135.555556 
123 136.666667 
124 137.777778 
125 138.888889 
126 140.000000 
127 141. 111111 
128 142.222222 
120 143.333333 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
201 111111 241 
202 . 222222 242 
203. 333333 243 
204 .444444 244 
205 . 555556 245 
206 . 666667 246 
207.777778 247 
208.888889 248 
210.000000 249 
267.777778 
268.888889 
270.000000 
271.111111 
272.222222 
273.333333 
274.444444 
275.555556 
276.666667 
301 334.444444 
. 302 335 . 555556 
303 336.666667 
304 337.777778 
305 338.888889 
306 340.000000 
307 341.111111 
308 342.222222 
309 343.333333 
70 77.777778 130 144.444444 190 211.111111 I 250 277.777778 310 344.444444 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
78.888889 131 
80.000000 132 
81.111111 133 
82.222222 134 
83.333333 135 
84.444444 136 
85 555556 137 
86.666667 138 
87. i77ns i 139 
88.888889 ! 140 
90.000000 141 
91.111111 142 
92.222222 143 
93.333333 144 
94 444444 145 
95 . 555556 146 
96.666667 147 
D7 . 777778 148 
98.888889 149 
100.000000 150 
1-45 555556 HH 
146666667 192 
147.777778 193 
148.888889 194 
150.000000 195 
151. 111111 Hl6 
152.222222 107 
153.333333 \!J8 
154 . 444444 1 m) 
155.555556 200 
156.666667 201 
157.777778 202 
158. 88888!) 203 
160 000000 204 
161.111111 205 
162. 222222 206 
163 333333 207 
164.444444 208 
165.555556 209 
166.666667 210 
212.222222 251 
213.333333 252 
214.444444 253 
215.555556 254 
216.666667 255 
217.777778 256 
218.888889 257 
220 000000 258 
221. 111111 25\) 
222. 222222 260 
223.333333 261 
224.444444 262 
225 . 555556 263 
226 . 666667 264 
227.777778 265 
228. 888889 266 
230 . 000000 267 
231. 111111 268 
232 . 222222 269 
233 . 333333 270 
278.888889 311 
280.000000 312 
281.111111 313 
282 . 222222 314 
283.333333 315 
284.444444 316 
285 . 555556 317 
286.666667 318 
287.777778 319 
288.888889 320 
290. 000000 321 
291. 111111 322 
292. 222222 323 
293. 333333 324 
294 . 444444 325 
295. 555556 326 
296.666667 327 
297 . 777778 328 
298 . 888889 329 
300 000000 330 
345.555556 
346666667 
347.777778 
348 . .888889 
350.000000 
351.111111 
352222222 
353333333 
354.444444 
355.555556 
356.666667 
357.777778 
358.888889 
360.000000 
361.111111 
362.222222 
363.333333 
364.444444 
365.555556 
366.666667 
Ii 
);linutes Gcades 'Ii Seconds 
'11--1--0-000--3-09 
Grades 
0.018519 
2 0.037037 
3 0.05.5556 
-4 0.074074 
5 0.092593 
6 0.111111 
7 0.129630 
8 0.148148 
9 0.166667 
10 0.185185 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
0.203704 
0.222222 
0.240141 
0.259250 
0.277778 
0.296296 
0.314815 
o 333333 
0.351852 
0.370370 
0.388889 
0.407407 
0.425926 
0.444444 
0.462963 
0481481 
0500000 
0.518519 
0.537037 
0.555556 
. 2 0 000617 
3 0.000926 
4 0.001235 
5 0.001543 
6 0 001852 
7 0.002160 
8 0.002469 
9 0.002778 
10 0.003086 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
0.003395 
0.003704 
0.004012 
0.004321 
0.004630 
0004938 
0005247 
0.005556 
0.005864 
0.006173 
0006481 
0.006790 
0.007099 
0.007407 
0.007716 
0.008025 
0.008333 
0.008642 
0.008951 
0.009259 
00 
Ql 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
34.444444 g1 
35.555556 92 
36.666667 93 
37.777778 94 
38.888889 95 
40.000000 96 
41.111111 97 
42.222222 98 
43.333333 99 
44.444444 100 
45.555556 101 
46.666667 102 
47.777778 103 
48. 88888H 104 
50.000000 105 
51.111111 106 
52.222222 107 
53.333333 108 
54.444444 109 
55.555556 110 
56.666667 111 
57.777778 112 
58.888889 113 
60.000000 114 
61.111111 115 
62.222222 116 
63.333333 117 
64.444444 118 
65.555556 119 
66.666667 120 
101.111111 151 167.777778 211 234.4444411 
102.222222 152 168. 88888D 212 235.555556 
103.333333 153 170.000000 213 236.666667 
104.444444 154 171.111111 214 237.777778 
105.555556 155 172.222222 215 238.888889 
106.666667 156 173.333333 216 240.000000 
107.777778 157 174.444444 217 . 241 . 111111 
108.888889 158 175.555556 218 242.222222 
110.000000 159 176.666667 219 243.333333 
111.111111 160 177.777778 220 244.444444 
112.222222 161 178.888889 221 245.555556 
113.333333 162 180.000000 222 246.666667 
114.444444 163 181.111111 223 247.777778 
115.555556 164 182.222222 224 248.888889 
116.666667 165 183.333333 225 250.000000 
117.777778 166 184.444444 226 251.111111 
118. 88888D 167 185.555556 227 252.222222 
120.000000 168 186.666667 228 253.333333 
121.111111 16B 187.777778 22n 254.444444 
122.222222 170 188.888889 230 255.555556 
123.333333 171 190.000000 231 256.666667 
124.444444 172 191.111111 232 257.777778 
125.555556 173 192.222222 233 258.888889 
126.666667 174 193.333333 234 260.000000 
127.777778 175 194.444444 235 261. 111111 
128.88888n 176 19~.555556 236 262.222222 
130.000000 177 196.666667 237 263.333333 
131.111111 178 197.777778 238 264.444444 
132.222222 179 198.888889 239 265.555556 
133.333333 180 200.000000 240 266.666667 
271 301.111111 331 367.777778 31 0.574074 31 0.009568 
272 302.222222 332 368.888889 32 0 .. 592593 32 0.009877 
273 303.333333 333 370.000000 33 0.611111 33 0.010185 
274 304.444444 334 371.111111 34 0.629630 34 0.010494 
275 305.555556 335 372.222222 35 0.648148 35 0.010802 
276 306.666667 336 373.333333 36 0.666667 36 0.011111 
277 307.777778 337 374.444444 37 0.685185 37 0.011420 
278 308.888889 338 375.555556 38 0.703704 38 0.011728 
2n) 310.000000 339 376.666667 39 0.722222 39 0.012037 
280 311.111111 340 377.777778 40 0.740741 40 0.012346 
281 312.222222 341 378.888889 41 0.759259 41 0.012654 
282 313.333333 342 380.000000 42 0.777778 42 0.012963 
·283 314.444444 343 381. 111111 43 0.796296 43 0.013272 
284 315.555556 344 382.222222 44 0.814815 44 0.013580 
285 316.666667 345 383.333333 45 0.833333 45 0.013889 
286 317.777778 346 384.444444 46 0.851852 '46 0.014198 
287 318. 88888B 347 385.555556 47 0.870370 47 0.014506 
288 320.000000 348 386.666667 48 0.888889 48 0.014815 
289 321.111111 349 387.777778 49 0.907407 49 0.015123 
2DO 322.222222 350 388.888889 50 0.925926 50 0.015432 
291 323.333333 351 390.000000 51 0.n44444 51 0.015741 
2~)2 324.444444 352 3m .111111 52 0.962963 52 0.016049 
293 325.555556 353 3~)2 . 222222 53 0.981481 53 0.016358 
294 326.666667 354 393.333333 54 1.000000 54 0.016667 
295 327.777778 355 394.444444 55 1. 018519 55 0.016975 
2n6 328. 88888H 356 3n5.555556 56 1.037037 56 0.017284 
2B7 330.000000 357 396.666667 57 1.055556 57 0.017593 
2H8 331. 111111 358 397.777778 58 1. 074074 58 0.017901 
2m) 332.222222 35~) 398.888889 59 1.092593 59 0.018210 
300 333.333333 360 400.000000 60 1.111111 60 0.018519 
Table XII. Convers'ion factors. Table X/H. Pri"me meridIans used on foreign maps with 
longitudinal distances from Greenwich. 
Amstcl'dam__ ___ _ ______________ 4Q53' 05" E. 
To convert~ Multiply by- Athew·L ________________________ 23°'12' SH" Eo 
BI~htvia ________________________ lOG048' 28"};, 
BrUtlRdi-L_______________________ 4°22
' 
13/1 10:. 
Exact Approximale CopenhagelL ____________ ~ _____ _ 
-.---~ .. -------------
1"(,1'1'0_ .. ______ , _________________ _ 
12°;:H' 40" K 
17°3W 40" W.1 
11"'40' W,2 
28°5U' 20" K 
HUoll' 10" W. 
a041' 15" W. 
Inches into centimeters 
Feet, into meters ____________ _ 
Yal'{1s into mekrs ___________ _ 
Mih$ into kilometers ________ _ 
Cent,imett~l's into incht's _____ .. _ 
Metertl int.o fceL ____________ _ 
Mete!'s into yRl'ds ________ .. __ _ 
KilolIletel'f:l. into mil(,lL _______ _ 
Gmdml int,n (Iegree:i_ .. _ 
Gnulcs into mils _____ .. __ .. ___ _ 
Degl'pcB int.o gmdes ___ .. _ .. ____ _ 
Degl'c('S into mik .. ______ _ 
86 
2.540 
0.30<18 
O. !)144 
1 . HO!) 
0.:1037 
3.281 
1.On4 
0.6214 
o.n 
1£;.00 
1.11 
17.77 
2.5 
0.3 
o.n 
l.(i 
0.4 
3.3 
1.1 
0.fi2 
O.!) 
HLO 
1.1 
17.8 
h1tltnbuL _____________ .... ___ .. __ _ 
I,i",hO!l .. __ .. _ 
Mltdrid ___________ .. __________ _ 
Moseow __ 
0,,10_ .. ______ ... _______ ... _______ _ 
Padmlg ___ .. ___ .. _ .. __ .... ______ .. " __ 
PI\.riS ____ .. __ .- ___ .. _ .. ____ .. ______ _ 
Pekin~ .. _____ .. ____ ..... _____ _ 
Pulkovo ___ .: ........ __ .. 
Rome",, _______ " .. _ 
Singka.wa.ng ___ _ 
Ht.o(~kholm ______ _ 
Tokyo_ .. ___ .... 
I Fl'ench value. 
2 G{'I'Innll vaille. 
APPENDIX" 
LEGENDS 
The legends illustrated on succeeding pages 
are taken from United States and British maps 
of foreign countries. The maps from which the 
legends are taken are copied maps which have 
retained the original foreign symbols. There-
fore, these legends are equally applicable to 
United States and British editions and to the 
foreign originals from which the United States 
and British copies were reproduced. 
37°34' 15" E. 
10°4:1' 23" 1";. 
100°22' 0 I" K 
2°20' 14" E. 
11 f)°28' 10" E. 
aOQIO' 38" To;. 
12°2,7' 07" E. 
108°5\l' 41" l<:. 
18°18' .30" K 
13H044' 41" K 
Density of Conslruction in Urban Areas 
Dense Moderate Sparse 
---
£ Height of Bank 
~ Depth of Water 
(A) Iron Bridge 
(8) Wooden Bridge 
(C) Foot Bridge 
(0) Foot Ford 
(E) Vehicular Ford 
(F) Passenger Ferry (Single Boat) 
(G) Passenger and Horse Ferry (Two Boats) 
(H) Steam Ferry 
r... lighthouse 
:} Radio Mast 
1. Boat Anchorage 
j, Ship Anchorage 
Anchorage 
:x. Commercial Port 
11. Fixed Beacon 
/I. Fixed Beacon (Lighlless) 
11 Warning Signal 
:/j?:J~ (A, (6, ~~ ~~ (C) 
[I"':"r;"~Jj'" ~j] o ,', __ , ~. .. _" o 0 _. t t ~ •• • . --" \ , .. ". o. , t, ... L. , b ,'_.. , •• • ". 
-(A) (0) (cY (0) (ir· ·-(IT 
/I Buoy (lighUess) 
(A) Flower Garden 
(8) Grove 
(C) Truck Garden 
(A) Orchard 
(B) Tea 
(C) Munle'ry 
(A) Wild land 
(B) Palm 
(e) Bamboo 
(0) Cultivated Marsh 
(El Irrigated Rice Field 
(F) Dry Rice Field 
(0) Conil'" 
(E) Broad-leaf Trees 
(F) Grass land 
(A) Cliff (E) Depression 
(B) Rock Outcropping (F) Ravine, Gully 
(C) Scattered Rock (G) Crumbling Bank 
(0) Talus Slope 
GLOSSARY 
VARIANTS IN PARENTHESES 
-bae (-hae) _____ . ___ rock 
-bakufu __ . wal0rfall 
-bama (-hama) beach, field 
-bana (_hana) __ . . ...... point 
·bara (·hara) plain, field 
_cliO (-machi) township 
·dai (-Iail .. _ plateau, plain 
-dake (-take) mountain 
-daki (-taki~ ... "" .. ___ walerfall 
·dani (-Iani) valley, stream 
-gan (-iwa) rock, diff 
-gala '-_ bay, inlet, lake 
-gawa (-kawa) 
-goe (-koe) 
-gun 
-gunto _, ___ " 
.hama (_bama) 
_hano (-bona) 
-honlo 
_hora (-bara) 
_ike 
-ishi 
-iso 
·iwa (-gan) 
river 
mountain pass 
counly 
archipelago 
beach, field 
point 
peninsula 
plain, !laid 
pond 
rock, dill 
beach 
rock, diff 
island 
bay, gulf 
strait 
river 
prefecture 
·jima (-shima, -to) 
-kai (-umi) 
·kaikyo 
·kawa (·gowa) 
·ken 
-ko _ 
·ko 
·koe (-goe) 
lake 
harbor 
mounlain pass 
-koiima . small isle 
-m~chi (-cho) _ .. _~ township 
:~~i~~ki (:saki; _z~~)Jntain ~~~~ 
-mori forest 
township -mura 
-nada '00 
-no plain, field 
-onsen ......... hoi spring, spa 
-rem> _ island chain 
-saki (-zaki, ·misaki) cape 
-san (-zan, -yama) mt chain 
-sa reef, shoal, rapid 
-seta . '-" _ strait 
-shi municipalily, city 
-shima (-jima, -to) island 
-sho reef, shoal 
-shoto island group 
·suido channel 
-tai (·dai) plateau, plain 
-take (_dake) mountain 
_taki (-doki) _ waterfall 
-tani (-dani) valley, stream 
.to (-shima, -jima) island 
-toge mountain pass or ridge 
_uchi inlet 
·umi (-kai) boy, gulf 
_ura inlel, beach 
_wan bay 
yama (-san, -zan) mi. chain 
-yu __ _ _ . mineral spring, spa 
.zoki (-saki, -misaki) cape 
·Ian (-san, -yama). mI. chain 
Navy Lookout Tower 11 Shrine 
it' Temple 
1 Grave 
fI. Pagoda 
+ Cnurch 
fI Factory 
LI Bao,k 
Powder Magazine 
b Water Wheel or Mitt 
'- -t.' _ ~eneratillg Plant 
r-'-l Masonry Wall 
~, ~, Japanese Government Building 
(;~ Foreign Government Building 
M 1\ Military Reservation / ..•.... Fences 
/,{,~ A Naval Reservation 
Bamboo Fences ® Division Headquarters 
® Brigade Headquarters 0"'''',\",_"" Stone Wall 
.Ji" .. '> Earthen Wall 
.00 
, , 
:-0'0'-
~lJ 
.. Lt. 
L'" .J .. 
Hedge 
Cemetery 
Ditches 
Shrine Gate 
{o Stone Lantern 
Monument 
Statue 
" 
. Signpost 
Stone Steps 
Crane 
Oil Well 
j~:' Fortress and Defense Headquarters 
* Batlalion Headquarters and Garrison 
*- Regimental Headquarters 
@) Naval Station 
()) Secondary Naval Station 
f"" Naval Camp 
fN Army Camp 
nil Shipyard 
C> Prefectural Seat 
o Sub·prefectural, Island·office 
or Gun Seat 
© City Office 
o Town, Village 0'1 Ward Office 
51 School 
,(? @ Hospital 
Mileage Marker 
Stumps 
Isolated Trees 
(~ Isolation Hospital 
X G~ndarmerie Post 
X Police Station 
A %,J 
o 36~'.1I 
Chimney 
Court of Appeals 
x Prison 
TriangulatIOn POint j] 
Secondary Control POint ~ 
Bench Mark i 
Spot ElevatIOn <C 
T Customs House 
~. Tax Office 
;r . Forestry Office 
® Mining Office 
:. Government Monopoly Bureau 
Office or Factory 
e Office of Maritime Affairs 
T Meteorological Statien 
Old Battlefield 
Spring 
Tomb 
Castle Site 
Volcano 
Mineral Spring 
Material Dump 
Mine 
(j) Post Office (with Telegraph 
and Telephone service) 
... c; Post OUice 
Telegraph Office 
v Telephone Office 
rl, Boundary Marker 
National Highway 
Main Prefectural Roads 
More'than 3 Meters Wide 
More than 2 Meters Wide 
More than 1 Meter Wide 
less than 1 Meter Wide 
Impassable for Carts 
Tree·lined Roads: (A) Narrow (B) Wide 
Power Lines along Road: (A) Ordinary (8) High Tension 
_J~ -'1~- -]_~B!....___ Main Railways: 
~~~ Special Railways: 
(A) Two Tracks (B) Single Track 
(C) Station 
+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+,+ 
(D) Double (£) Single 
Boundaries: International 
Prefectural. sub-prefectural 
Province (Obsolete) 
Gun, shi 
Ward, Machi or Mura 
Government Lands 
Property lines 
li'igure 78. Typical legend /1'om United States map 0/ Japa.nese island 
(AMS L761" HokkaidQ, 1 :50,000, sheet 11). 
87 
00 
00 
e 
b 
b 
tab C de f g hi 
x ) ) I ;; """' .. - " 
.J L .J L 
-, r ., r 
Decluville ; 
a b 
OQ 
b 
b 
c 
~ 
ab c 
~ 00 
Ma in surfaced road s; (a) · m ore than 4 mete rs wide; 
( b)· 2·4 m eters wide 
Other surfa ced roads 
Unsurfaced roads, pas sab le all seasons 
Unsu rfaced ro ads, pass ab le in dry se ason 
(a) · pa ck tra d; (b)· t rail 
(a) ·wood and stone d istan ce pos t s; (b)· i ron brid ge ; 
(c ) ·woode n bridge ; (d ) ·bam boo br iage; (e) ·woo den 
culvert ; (f) ·stone cu lver t; (g) ·cut: ( h) ·l dl; ( i ) ·grade 
Plantat ion cross roads; road und er const ru ction 
Ra il ro ad; (a)· st at ion; (b) · under con st ruction 
Narrow gau ge rai lroad ; (a) · stat ion ; (b) · tram way, 
stea m and elect ric 
(a)· ,e ttlem ent ; (b) · sparsely settl ed area ; 
(c) · cl ea red area 
(a)· o rch ard or gardens; (b ) · arab le upland; 
(c)· wet rice fi eld . 
,TeT,,1 [ ] 
lid [ill l2lJ 1.. Sa lt pa ns; Adm ini strat ive headquarte rs 
'It ~ * 
+ 
:t 
Ast ronom ical st at ions; electr ic power l ines 
~ ~ '" Te leph one l ine; t riangulat ion poi n t s 
I I 
i Christ ian ch urc h; mosque: Ch inese temp le 
o 
o 0 Ra d iO sta t ion ; a i r f ield; a ll ta nks 
~ ~ Piers or breakwa ters; stone, i ron, wood 
!.J.. 
m ~ 
Seawa l l; co ffe rdam 
! j Ston e li ghthouse; i ron li ghtho use; wa tc h towers 
~ Drydock; f loat ing d rydock; warning signal 
1 ~ 11 
A.drr.-a.. ,. ~ 
Ancho rage; harbor; harbo r l igh ts 
B uoys and beacons ( va"ous) 
.... Rocks awash and under water; break ers; low wat er l in e 
Graves; Ch inese, nat ive 
t t t Cem etery; hea th en, Chr is t ian 
'" 
~ Ru ins; monume nts 
8. • CJ ~ Bu ddlngs; iron . ston e. woode n, bam boo 
"'" 
Ql 
= c:::l Ware houses; stone. iron , .wQoden, ba m boo 
.... .... cd' Governm en t hostels 
.I. Bou nda ry ma rke rs; ston e. wood, i ron ; si gn post 
Fences; ston e, bar bed wi re 
Hedges: li ving, d ead 
': ~ ~ ! p Well ; sp r ing; fu m aro le; su lphur spr ing; ru nni ng spring 
~ ~ "
o 
c - .?---~ 
a 
Water tower; arte sian we l l; stony r iver bed 
Marsh; swa mp; mu d spring 
(a) · stream; (b ) · unsu rveyed stream; (c) · i rr igat ion 
or d ra inage di tc h; (d)· d ry d itch 
~e d...Ji.- (a) · ston e slu ice; ( b) · navi ga ble; (c ) . sand ba nk; "" ~ 6 (d ) · fo rd; (e) · fe rry; (f) · sandy shore 
<::::> [J§ 0 Lake; f ishpon ds 
a b d ~...... c ____ 
e '"'"' f g 
c:::::: a ,~ h 
a 
o 
e f g 
c _ b ~ ' ,, : :. 
~ f 
(a) · dike; (b)· cu t : ( c) · isl and; (d and e) · d i re ct ion 
of f low; (f)· fi l !; (g) . ba nk 
Contour in terval 25 m eters With eve ry 10 th contour 
hea vy; {a) -d epression con tour; { b ) -e levat ion fi gures; 
(c ) · I "'ga ted uo land " ce f ie ld ; (dl · fo rm I, ne; 
(e ) · sl ,ght eleva t ion; ( f). rocky gro und; (g) . ",e~ular 
ground; (h ) · li ne separat ing land alwa ys we t f rom 
dry land 
(a)· cave; (b) · min e; ( c)· tunn el 
Co .. ~ ~ Forest; t ree used as landm ark; . 1d erbru sh; mang rov e 
'/-./ ..1 Gra ss; alang-alan g gra ss; w il d su gar cane " n 1\ 
444 000 000 Plantati ons; rubber, tea. coffee 
to t 1>lkv';\f{tQ¢tl ~ Trees of variou s ty pes 
a +++++ b + -+ .+ "+ 
C - ,, _ .. - d - .- .- .- Boundar ies: (a)· resi dency; (b) · d ivi sio n; (c ) · su b· 
e. - + _ . f _____ d iv ision; (d) · pa"sh; (e)· p lantat ion; ( f ) · d istr ict 
Figure '19. Typical legend from B ritish maps of the N etherlands Indies (provisional G.S.G.S . .1; 202, J ava and Madura 
1 :50,000, sheets 51/XLIII-C and 51 / XLlV-A ) . 
e ) Il e 
( 
REFERENCE 
Ra'l~ays Normal gauge, 2 or more tracks 
Nornlal gauge, single track 
Narrow gauge 
Tramway or Mineral rallway _ 
Cable railway, 
Station, Halt , 
Embankment, Cutting . 
Tunnel, Level crossIng . 
Roads Motor. highways : Reichsautobahnen (independent of 
road system) Two metalled carriage ways, each 7·5 metres 
Wide 
Reichsaulobahn under construction . 
Route Number 
Roads 6 metres Wide or over metalled . 
• 4·6 • • metalled. 
Less thdn 4 metres w ide metalled 
Lan(s. tracks. paths 
NOTE: Road classification is NOT based on reconnaissance. 
Rehability uncerta in 
Kilometre stone, signpost 
Boundaries : International. Provincial . 
District. Town or parish . 
Wire fence, hedge . 
Wall , felICe . 
Monument. windmill 
Chimnt y. water tower. 
Shrine, chapel, church 
Cemetery . 
High tension cable . 
WiT Station, and with tow" over 200 It high 
Quarry. m ine 
Spot height (In metres). bench mark 
T rigonometncal point . 
Bf idges. etc : 
Iron, stone, wood. pontoon, footbndge, ferries . 
Canal, weir, lock, sluice 
Or3tF'\age ditch, dry fiver bed 
Well, spring . . 
lighth~use, beacon 
Woods. etc . 
Deciduous, coniferous " 
Scrub, re-afforestation 
Orchard-plantation, park 
Heath, peat cuttings 
Sand (or gravel). 
Meadow-swamp . 
Vineyard, hoplield 
Buitt-up areas, gardens 
Broken unstable ground, slag heaps, etc. 
Terraces, rocky cliff 
Conlours. 
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Figure 80. Legend symbols from a British map of Ger-
many (G.s.G.S. 4414, Germany, 1 :25,000, sheet 3715). 
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